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EFFORT TO DEFER
ACTION OF BOARD
Will be Made by Committee
of .Citizens
Stock of Local Aspirants FaS1 in Con-
test for Superintendency of
a' Schools.
SITUATION 28 C031PLICATED.
Interest all over the city centers
in the meeting of the (whore board
tonight, and particularly in tele elec-
tion of the new superintendent of
the public schools. It is freely Intl-
matted on eel sides thse a crisis In the
affairs of the Paducah sehoode has
been readhed. It is understood that
efforts are being made today .to in-
duce the board to defer the ebection
until later in the month giving more
time to investigate men, and it is
probable that the efforts will be made
Clear- hp until, the meeting tonight.
At Seat two prominent men in the
city, whase affairs bring them in
touch with educational conditions,
know of men in the met who would
be available and whose qua'Aficatione
would be calculated to carry forward
the school system to a higher state of
efficiency: They are men who are in-
s_ _Wrested in furthering the revival of
Intereet in education which just now
it sweeping over the south. It is be-
'leered that they could be secerred if
the proper effort is made to get their
attention to the opening 'here.
It can be definitely announced that
*to far as three of the leading mem-
bersiof the board are concerned, the
new superintendent if he is elected
envie:the will be an out-of-towa man.
However, some of the looal men have
friends on the board, and It is prob-
able that they will be placed in nom-
ination. One local candidate has a
*strong following, and it is Iniprota
aisle that he will be 1g-floret' without
an effort to be elected.
Tele .Zuelaberg. of gle "aped board
elmw a dispotetion to listen to all
emigostions, but as they think they
have` had the enbjeet under consider-
ation for two months, they are going
about the electioa-resolutely. Inter-
est in having the election deferred
Is manifested moat strongly in the
people who pay the taxes and who
have children in the schools, and
these people will be represented at
the board meeting tonight.
C., C. & W. CLUB ELECTS
ALL ITS OLD OFFICERS
The annual meeting of the Chess,
Checker and Whit club was held
last Matt and all officers were re-
elected as follows: Dr. .1. Q. Taylor,
president; Charles Thompson, vice-
president; Frank B. May, secretary;
Nolan Van Culin, treasurer. Direc-
tors: Dr. J. Q. Taylor. Nolan Van
Cull, Harry Meyers, Henry Diehl
and R. L. Reeves. The club is the
only successful one ever maintained
In Paducah. It has beet/ in existence
since 1900 and has grown wonder-
fuHy. There are now 190 members.
A limit is placed on the membership
and no one under 21• years old is
admitted to the club membership
The treasury shows a surplus. of
$2,000.
CASE DISMISSED.
,tgaInst Apostle Heber Grant of the
Mormon Church.
Sale bake City, Utah, March 5.—
The ease against Apostle Heber
Grant, of the Mormon et irreh, eharg-
ed white urdemful -polyg,amotts cohate
Vat ion, was diem tweed t relay by
Judge Diet; in the city court at the
*pittance of the sr ruling attorney.
Action was brought asseinst A
Grant two years ago by Charles M.
Owen, attorney for the American
party.
JUVENILE CAM'irr SENDS
BOY TO REFORM SCHOOL
Dennis Reed, a negro boy 14
years old, was given two years in the
state reform school this morning in
the juvenile court, on his plea of
guilty to petit larceny. The boy de-
clared that he was incited to steal
$17 from C. L. Dickerson, a livery-
man, by a white man who has since
disappeared.
Initistive and Referendum.
Guthrie, Okla.. Mart+ 5 --The
constitutional convention today. by
80 to ST-adopted the proposition pro-
skiing for the Initiative and referen-
dum. There were 27 absentees.
RUSSIAN SQUADIIA)N.
St. Petersburg, March 5.—
Within the next four years Rus-
sia will have a naval squadron
in the far east, including two Iin-
'mense hatttleships. Russian offi-
clods will reconimelid the clear
a squadron to be bulk la Use
United States.
MINE EXPLOSION.
Mt. Carmel, Pa., March 3.—
A mine explosion occurred in the
Richards colliery dila morning.
Many are reported Mired and in-
jured. Several houses on the
main street were destroyed, The
shock was felt 25 miles away.
Eleven hundred pounds of dy-
namite were exploded; 27 were
injured.
FAST MAIL AVBRCK.
Tivoli, N. Y., March 5.—The
New York . Central fast New
York-Chicago mail train jumped
the track here this morning.
Officials state that ten persons
are reported injured, one possi-
ble fatally. It Is said a had rail
caused the wreck. The engine,
baggage and two IMAM' II ger cars
were overturned. Southbound
traffic Will be tied up several
hours.
OUT OF DANGER.
Washington, March 5.—Archle
Roosevelt, non of the president,
suffering from diphtheria, is de-
dared this morning to be out of
danger.
DAKOTA DOOMED.
Tokio, March 5.—All efforts
to tree the steamship Dakota,
which struck a rock in the bay
of Tokio Sunday, are unsuccess.
ful. The venwl its rapidly pound-
Mg to pieces on the rocks,
HERALD 18 GUILTY.
New York, March 5.—A plea
of guilty pf sending obscene mat-
ter through the malls In its so.
called "Red Light" personal eol-
unlit, was entered in the United
States circuit court by the New
York Herald company. The sen-
tence will be imposed April 2.
The maximum tine limier the
counts of the indictment is $M.
0.0Yr „
DEFENDANT SICK.
Culpepper, Va., March 5.—
The Illness of Philip Strother,
one of the defendants in the 'fa-
tuous homicide case, will cause
the postponement of the trial to-
day. It is thought he is not neri-
°Indy sick. Judge Harrison was
about to deliver instructions to
the jury when his illness war
announced. Under the Virginia
constitution the defendant on
trial for his life has the right to
hear all arguments, evidence
and instructions.
GRAIN MARKETS.
Cincinnati, March 5.—Wheat,
79; corn, 40; oats, MI.
MODERN RAFFLI.14.
Chicago, March 5.—A man
giving the name of Richard
Hooper. ef Kokomo, Ind., a stu-
dent at Lake For-st university,
Is in jail here accused of stealing
hundreds of pieces of fine jew-
elry front homes in which he had
been received. Search of his
rooms the police claim revealed
nearly 500 pieces of tine jewelry.
It IN claimed the youth made a
seeteesiou, saying he had an Ir.
resistable impulse to steal.
DOUMA IS OPENED
AMIDST DISORDER
St. Petersburg.. March 5.— The
opening today of the new dounncRus-
Mall second parliament, was attenn-
ell with much excitement. Citizens
gathered outside the Taurida palace
and engaged in such a wild demon-
stration that this afternoon cavalry
was ordered. to charge and clear the
streets. Many persons were ridden
down and badly Injured. The public
Is barred from admittance to the pal-
ace by a cordon of troops. At noon
the downs formally opened and M.
Colovin, a liberal, was chosen pr$51-
dent.
There in only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that Is worth any consideratin
and that Is the daily eleta11,41
stateineet. The Sim is the only
Pedro-eh paper printing such a
larrapin•siit.
HOLLAND'S TEAM
TO PLAY CULIZY'S
MIN MI.
If Agreement Can be Reached
With Manager
Paducah Has Another Aspirant to
Represent City on Diamond
Next Summer.
PLAYERS FROM I. C. SHOPS.
John Hollandshe one-legged catch-
er, who played two seasons of fast
baseball thus handicapped in a Kan-
sas league, Is to manage a Paducah
team this season and promises noth-
ing but the best. He will challenge
the Culle.y team, to play ror the priv-
ilege of the ball park, If the consent
of Manager Trail, of tne team, and
Manager John S. Bleecker, of the
traction company, can be secured,
John Holland is a Paducah boy
and learned baseball on Paducah's
commons. He had his left foot cut off
above the ankle railroading, but got
a cdrk leg. Soon he was catching
again, and catching professional ball.
He Is a fairly good runner and covers
home plate perfectly. With the stick
he is a star.
"I have some good men at the
railroad shops who will play In my
team," Holland stated. "I have Lou
Hedges for pitcher. We expect to
get up a team which will beat any-
thing in Paducah and hope that the
Colley team will accent our phallenges
If we are better ball players and can
represent the city better than they,
we should have the park."
Lon Hedges pitched one season of
phenomenal ball for Milwaukee in
the American association and later
was in the Three I league. Lately he
has been Out of the game. Holland
works at the Illinois Central shops.
MAY BE NO SUIT.
Collected, N. H., March 5.—
Hint ekas given today by persons
IntinieffIr assoctabre-With Harry
Baker G. Eddy that the sensa-
tional suit instituted against the
managers of her estate, charg-
ing conspiracy to control her err-
tune for their own advantage,
may be discontinued before the
date set for its trial. On state-
ments volunteered by bankers
and other distinguished_ citizens
of Concord, the lawyers for Mrs.
Eddy feel that they already have
sufficient material to defeat the
action.
GIRL GIVES UP LIFE FOR DUTY
Killed Trying to Repair Elevator on
Eve of Marriage.
Philadelphia. March 5.—Almost on
the eve of becoming a bride, Miss
Martha Peterman, a 23-year-old ele-
vator operator in the Young Wom-
an's Christian Association Building,
was crushed to death by her own
car this morning. Upon returning
from breakfast she found the eleva-
tor had eeteed several feet. In at-
tempting to raise it and readjust the
safety appliances, she turned the
lever the wrong way and was crush-
ed between the elevator and the
floor.
TO MAKE DRIf4KILL AUGUR
NEW COMPANY IS FORMED
Articles of incorporation of the
Driskill Manufacturing company were
flied in county court this afternoon.
The capital stock is $20,000 divaled
Into shares of $100 each. The 'neer-
poratora andestockhoders follow: H.
R. Lindsey, Charles Allcott, E. R.
Clark and John W. Bebout, all or
the city bolding 50 shares each. The
putpose of the corporation Is to
manufacture the Driskill post tiole
augur. A recent corporation to man-
ufacture this articles failed.
DAVID SAYRFA4 MISSING;
PARENTS ARE WORRIED.
Meld Sevres. IS years old, son of
John Sayres, grocer at Myers and
Mill streets, has been missing since
Sunday anti ,his parents are worried.
lie took no clothing or maim) with
him, and, although they believe the
lad has run away to meek his fortune,
they are apprehensive of en accident
or foul pial.
Gov. fewettentutin Quite at leutt.
4 'mettle, NfIrt-ty - Tipp ro&tennt ion
of Gov Seetterthani, of Jetriales. has
become an acoomdislred fart, and he
elM leave that ireend so finer as his
tiffeats can be arranged.
•
IN HONOA OF ST. PATRICK.
•
—McCuteheon in Chioage Tribune.,
BROADWAY FIRE SACRIFICE SALE OF
CAUSES DAMAGE SADDLERY COMPANY
Anderson's Cab Stand Office on
South Side of Broadway Be-
rour'tli and Fifth the
Scene of Blaze
FIREMEN DO EXCELLENT WORK.
At 5 o'clock this morning when
Robert Wineton, the negro office boy
et Harry Anderson's cab stand, 40-81/2
Broadway, went out of the office to
get a breath of fresh air on the
street he left a bright ere in the
stove. When called beck 20 minutes
later, he found it a roaring furnace
vath firemen fighting the fire. The
damage sial amount to about $250
foe Anderson In accounts, furniture,
etc., with no insurance. To W. H.
Patterson, owner of the building, the
damage wfil amount to about $2041
fully covered by insurance. Ellis &
Willeatnel barber shop, 408 Broad-
way, was damaged by water tothe ex-
tent of about a50. The fire is pre-
sumed to have *started from a defec-
tive flue.
Stationman Dan Bailey. of com-
pany No. 1, burned his left band by
fighting the fire inside with a stream.
His hand was knocked againet hot
embers. The fire company did ex-
eellent work in extinguishing the
fire, which paned great headway and
was hard to get at on account of its
I ocation.
FATHER LEAVES
FAMILY STRANDED
After liking eft the combined wag-
es of his 15-years-old twin boys since
January, George Davis, of 1802
Bridge street, it is alleged, disappear-
ed when one of his younger sons be-
came ill and the entire family was
thrown on the Charity club. Davis liv-
ed at Mayfield until his wife died in
July. In January he rime here with
his 15-years-old twins and two other
wins, five and ten years old, respect-
ively. The twins secured employment
In the curtain pole factory and made
$7 together. This amount kept the
family until last week when the 10-
year-old son became 111.
Will Open Tonight. •
ralickmata:iglrese Mower! %via open
theif exii**Ion tonleht on Broad-
wet. opposite Painter aleiree, They
win give-exhibitions from 2 to '5 and
7 to 9:30 p. nu. Every .visiter re-
epives souvenir.
Purchasers Will Take Plant
to and Operate it in
That CI y if the Deal Goes
Through Today
PAY SEVENTY-FIVE PER CENT.
Negotiations for the purchase of
the Paducah Saddlery company's
plant and stock by Julius Harris and
Isador Klein, traveling salesman for
M. Michael & Bro., are proceeding to-
day between the prospective purchas-
ers and the Paducah Banking com-
pany and the Globe Bank & Trust
company. It is probable that the deaf
will be closed tonight_ The property
will be taken to Cairo, Ill., and op-
erated there. .
ft was stated by offiAals of the
company today that the plant will be
sold at a sacrifice of about 24 per
cent, and the creditors will realkib
something over 75 per cent, of the
face of their define.
The sale of the Paducah Saddlery
company and its.removal to Cale, is
a blow to Paducah trade. The con-
cern was doing well, the officers are
men of integrity and business abili-
ty, and there seemed nothing In the
way of success until this unfortunate
complication arose. Paducah whole-
salers, especially, regret the occur-
rence. •
The company eniteoyed from 30 to
50 men.
St. Louis parties were here today
to purchase and an effort was mace
again to redrganize without success.
DISMISSED WITH ItEPIUMAND.
Walter Taylor Net Held for Mentions
Mischief,
Walter Taylor, or the Dixie-Kett-
Hag Mills, charged with Malicious
mischief, was dismissed this morning
in the police court. He was accuses
of driving a nail into a banister down
which Little Maple Abernathy
badly lacerating himself.
"The prosecution has failed to
provr you gulitylcif malicious Intent,"
Police Judge Cross stated, "and I
will have to Mamie* the warrant. Bat
I want to say this: "It showed care
lessnese on your part. You 4hollit1
have taken pains to notify the boys
of the nail."
TAylor was represented by Attor-
ney Hal S. Corbett.
CABINET CHANGES
ARE TAKING PLACE
Hitchcock and Shaw Leave.
Cortelyou Goes to Treasury
and Von Meyer Succeeds to
P. 0. Department
J. It. GARFIELD TO INTERN/It.
. Washington, March 5.— George
Bruce Cortelyou, a few minutes be-
fore 3 o'clock, relinquished the of-
fice of postmaster-general to George
Von Lengerke Meyer of Massachu-
setts, recently American ambassador
at St. Petersburg. Mr. Meyer took the
oath of office In the private quatters
of the postmaster-general. Mr. Cor-
telyou was sworn in as`secretary of
the treasury at 3:30 o'clock. James
R. Garfield. of Ohio, wno relinquish-
ed today the office of commissioner
of corporations, will succeed Ethan
Allen Hitchcock of Missouri, as secre-
tary of the interior.
After the close of the treasury- de-
partment some twenty-five of the
high officials of the department call-
ed on the retiring secretary,MeShaw,
at the Arlington hotel and presented
to him a large mahogany case con-
taining two dozen handsome table
plates.
WALLACE PARK STANDS
LET TO TWO LOOAL MEN.
Wallace park will have an up-to-
date soda water fountain and refresh-
ment stand this year. Superintend-
ent William C. Malone of Wailbace
park, has awarded the concession for
the refreehment and lunch stand for
the season and will have only the
beet. Work will begin at once on the
stands to be maintained at the perk.
Dr. John IL ifugg and Mr. Elmore
Townsend secured the tidal:ages.
OOFFEE C'OMPANY STARTS
rwivr IN FULL OPERATION
The Bockman. Coffee company
started its plant at Seventh and Ken-
tucky avenue thie morning. The re-
cently incorporate concern has mul-
tiplied its capacity five times and is
capable of handling most of the bits-
Mew in this section, with its excel-
lent product.
•••••••••••,....../.....,•••••••.""*."••••••••••••••,..W.I.,...•
It'FlATIIER—Partly cloudy to-
night end Wednesday, slightly
colder tenigha flat-best tempera.
lure reached yeatrulay was 511 1
lonest tedity, 311.
NEARING CLOSE
OF THE EVID3CE
Little More Testimony in Chief
For Harry Thaw
Ju'r   iudes t`roas-Examination
of Expert 11.:a4an% and Has .1u-
other on Stand.
MRSAVM.TILIW PROBABLY \KIT.
New York, March la—Program of
the Thaw case was slow today as fee
Si, seireationat interest was con-
cerned.
A long stride forward in the Thaw
trial was taken when District Atter-
ney Jerome announced that his ex..
haustive cross examination of Dr.
Evans had been concluded. Evans
had been under fire since Wednesday
morping last. He was succeeded on
the stand by Dr. Charters G. Wagner,
Binghampton, who accompanied Ev-
ans on most of his visits to Thaw In
the Tombs.
Mrs. William Thaw Is expected to
be the next figure in the witness
chair. With Mrs. Thaw's testimony
in, the defense will practically have
completed its case and it seeing like-
ly that the state's case in rebuttal
may begin before the end of the
week_
Puzzled Over the Rebuttal.
Just what Jerome will be able to
prove on rebuttal remains quite as
much a mystery as ever. He com-
plained. today in seeking ,a broad in-
terpretation of rules of evidence by
austice. Fitzgerald -that if he shouts
call any of the defense's alieuists in
rebuttal they might refuse on the
ground of professional privilege not
to answer any question put fel them.
This seems to indicate that Jerome's
threat to call Allan McLane Hamil-
ton in rebuttal carries with It the
possibility that Hamilton may not
testify, for at the time he made an
exa natteksa,,,alialt ita the Telhao
he was in the employ of the prison-
er's counsel.
It Is not exactly clear to the mini
to what extent the district attorney,
can go in disproving Mrs. Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw's testimony. He has ad-
mitted that even if be could show
White was out of the country at the
time of his alleged experience with
Evelyn Nesbit in his Twenty-fourth
street studio, he would not be allow-
ed to do so on the ground that it
would be a collateral fact.
To Call Evelyn's Brother.
It appears, however, that the pros-
ecutor can ea:: any one to contradict
Mrs. Thaw's story in cases where she
said she niade certain statements to
a third party. In this connection Je-
rome has indicated he will call How-
ard Nesbit to testify that his sister
told him Thaw had treated her cru-
elly because she would not tell lies
about White.
Evans left the witness stand sub-
ject to recall for re-direct examina-
tion. Evans admitted that Thaw had
insane knowledge of what killed'
White. The New York statutes pro-
vide that to be exempt from punish-
ment for crime an insane person
must be so demented as not to know
the nature or quality of his act or to
know the act is wrong.
Wagner, also declared Thaw had
irrational knowledge' of what was
transpiring on the roof garden. Ile
believes that the man's insanity dat-
ed from the time Evelyn Nesbit told
him her story In Paris In 1904. Was-
ner crested quite a stir in court by
using the present tense in respond-
ing to a question by Jerome as to
what form of Insanity Thaw "has or
had."
Wagner Says Thaw "Is" Insane.
Wagner declared Thaw "Is suffer-
ing' from temptoms which lead to
ward a melancholic state and a state
of dementia praecox. When asked to
describe the latter phase. Wagner
said it covered such a wide field of
dementia as to be difficult of strict
definition. Wagner declared Thaw's
condition of mind at the time of the
shooting was a result of one of the
insanities of adolescence. He would
not go further than this in an at-
tempt to classify the exact form.
The district attorney again contin-
led his somewhat puzzling tactics.
queetioning of Evatas seemed to
have the purpose of showing Thaw
never was Insane to the extent con-
templated by arimtwal-.1 statutes -'of -
this state.. Again with Wagner ha
poiuted toward the same end at one
.time and at another seemed desir-
'nue of hiving Wegner admit Thaw
l avas suffering from forme of insanity
which might not be curable.
•
•
•
RHEUMATISM
AN ACID BLOOD POISON
Rheumatism is an acid blood poison, and the causes that produce it are
eftest silently accumulating in the system for years. Poor digestion,
stomach troubles, weak kidneys, torpid liver, and a general inactive condi-
tion of the system leaves the refuse and waste matter, which should be
tarried off, to sour and form uric acid, which is absorbed into the bleod.
When the blood is in this acid-charged coadiMea, it deposits the poisons
Ind irritating particles with which it is loaded in the muscles, nerves,
joints and bases. Then Rheumatism gets possession of the system, and
life is made miserable by its pains, aches and discomforts. The changing
Df the weather, exposure to cold and dampness, etc., always increase She
trouble, and so severe does the pain become that quick relief must be
had. A good liniment pr plaster is coten helpful, but be re-
Inentbered that relief from such treatment is only temporary, because the
trouble is in the blood and cannot be re-
moved by external applications. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism by ridding the blood of
the cause. It .goes down into the circula-
tion and by invigorating and purifying the
blood of the acid-poison and sending a
stream of fresh, rich blood to all parts, re-
lieves the pain, reduces the inflammation,
and permanently cures this painful disease. S. S. S. is the only safe treat-
ment for Rheumatism, because it does not contain a particle of mineral in
any form to damage the system. Book on Rheumatism and any medical
addice desired sent free. THE SWIFT SPECIIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
I PURELY VEGETABLE
TO=NIGHT
AND BALANCE OF WEEK
(Except Thursday)
"The Pearl of the South"
GERTRUDE
EW I N G
And her own select com-
pany of players.
Tonight.
"SLAVES OF
Mg ORIENT"
SHEET MUSIC
For
Piano and Organ
The favorite masterpieces of the
greatest eomposers direfully selected
front the great field of musical liter-
ature.. Pieces of character and worth
published at from 50 cents to $1.00
a copy.. Our special price is.
10c a Copy Postpaid
Following is a partial list of melee-
tions;
Composer.
Massenet
Barcarolle (June) ...Tschaikowsky
Canzonet ta  Hollaender
eabaletta 
Chaconne 
Consolation 
Dancing Spirits 
Die Meistersinger 
Title.
Aragonaise 
Lack,
Durand'
Liszt
Bohm
Wagner
New specialties between acts. Farewell to, the Piano...Beethoven
Change of play each night. Funeral March  Me 
Wedding Mardi Mendelseohn
HaydnPopular Prices Gipsy Rondo 
10 c= 20 c=30 c 
I Love Thee, Opp. 44, No. 3... Grieg
Longing for Horne, Opp. 117....
 Jungmann
Rustle of Spring Sinding
Melt:idle, Op. 8, No. 3 ....Paderewski
Melody in F. Rubenstein
Murmuring Zephyrs
Myrtles, The
Pastorale
Pizzicati from "nylvia"
Second Valse, Op. 56 'Godard
Second Mazurka Godard
BARGAIN MAT I NEES
Wednesday and Saturday
Seats on sale at Box Office,
Thursday Night, Mink 7
Rice 6 Weaver
Offer
The Gorgeoisly Staged Fairyesque
THE
GINGERBREAD
MAN
Book and lyrics by Fred Ranken.
Music by A. Baldwin Sloane.
With Entire New York All
Star Cast
Company Orchestra
and
82 COMPANY 82
Prices 25e, 35c, 50c. 75e, $1, $1.50
Seats on sale Wednesday P •. m.
Ma—"But perhaps the young man
Wants a little encouragement."
Daughter—"Yes, ma; how would
It be if ton kept *out of sight weer&
he's here."
lia who tenneth egriniet• a Okla
tree, a good shelter flndeth he.—Don
Quixote.
 Jensen
Wachs
Has
....Delibes
Simple Confession Thome
Pierette Chatninade
Spring Sorg Menelellsohn
Sylphes, Les Bachmann
Maio Lack
Tarantelle, Op. 85 Helier
Traurnerei Schumann
Under the Leaves Tbome
Valets  Durand
Valse Arabesque, Op. S2 Lack
Valse Lente (from "Copperna")
 Delibes
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes..
 Stra use
eavalleria Rusticana, Intermezzo.
Maseagol
Dance of the Zephyrs Cone
Dixie Land fine variation's ..Lerman
The Flatterer Chatninade
Flower Song  Lange
La Fountain.  Bohm
The Storm • Weber
Under the Doable Eagle, March..
 Wagner
Remember Me Brineman
Over the Waves, Mexican Waltzes,
 R09119
Afterward, Song  Mnilen
Good Bve, Song  Tosti
In Old Madrid. Song  Trotere
The above pieces are not the cheap
and defective 10c edition.
We handle all the latest popular
music the classical favorites ana
teaching pieces. Instruction Books
Sre &r
D.E.WILSON
THE BOOK AND MUSIC
MAN
At HiuMones Department Store.
There is a palate of the under-
standing as well as of the senses.—
Den Johneon.
is. -.empty te publielt a iv ant
ad, as it is to send a tefeternni--and
usually as hnportant.
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in 
bond whiskey he
his in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.
RESENTS HOLDUP;
SLAIN BY ROBBERS
Colored Minor is Shot on, an
M. P. Train •
Two Mim at Point of Revolvers 00
Through Paseeugme Near Pitts-
burg, Kansas.
PEOPLE TALK OF LYNCHING.
Pittsburg, 'Kansas, 'March 5.—The
Missouri Pacific passenger train,
which left here at 7:7.0 last eventing,
was held up by two men in disguise.
Lou Jeff, a colored miner, was killed'
because he protested, and \V. L.
Westlake, of Toledo, Ohio who with
hie wife and two chledren had been
visiting reknit-es in Kansas, was shot
throng'h the 'hand by a stray bullet,
fired at the negro.
The men were disguleed only with
false mustaches and goateee. They
boarded the train here at the station
and began working the—train as soon
as it mooed the Kanwas City southern
Mums. Thee- commenced at the smok-
ing ear, and one walked ahead with
a 44 calibre revolver in each hand,
and quietly asked the passengers to
"shell out" to the man behind, who
wits closely following. They were
not far behind the train auditor, and
followed. 'him into the ladies coach.
Negro's Fatal Stand.
When they came to Jeff in the
ladies' coach be at once grasped the
Idea that it was a bold up, and after
the auditor had mimed- him he pulled
a revolver and took a shot at the fore
most robber, who shot twice at him.
The first shot went wild and struck
Westlake, but the second ehot struck
the negro in the head and killed him
instantly. They then quietly made
the auditor stand' and deliver and liur
riectly left -the train as It entered the
yard at Cornell.
Westlake, the wounded passenger,
was taken to lettere, where his hand
was dreessed by a surgeon of the com-
pany. A switch engine with a posse
of officers was sent to Cornell+, whtch
is four miles from here.
The country surrounding Pittsburg
is thickly settled, and Is dotted with
scores of villages and mining camps.
It is reported that news that a miner
was killed by bandits has spread rap-
Idly anal that the miners are aroused
and will make an attempt to captirre
and lynch the men.
There were few passengers on the
train and the robbers secured only a
little over $1,00 in rash and a few
watches and revolvers.
Pay Day on the Plantation.
aThe men stand in the front rank,
stealthily chewing their quids of to-
bacco far back in their mouths, and
'h'itching up their loose trousers. The
field-wornen stand behind, like the
men, in clothing soiled from the field
work. In sepatete groups stand the
indoor workers, stable men, black-
smiths, carpenters etc The young
hoes and girls, who carey water to
the fields, stand together, giggling
over their importance. The old wo-
men and men, whose working and
,pay days are over, hobble near enough
to hear and se* what goes on. The
sickly ones from the quarters are
there, and the women wall young ba-
ems, whom they suckle as they shift
from one foot to the other and pass
remarks on the paying off."
In this manner Grace King ae-
scribes a plantation pay day in her
story, "The Clodhopper" in the March
McClure',, One of time field women,
"The Clotitopper," is the heroine of
the tale, and the nobility of her na-
ture is finely brought out in -tier stale
gin and sacrifices for her boy. The
writer also shows that the soil and
its hard labor may be a blessing In-
stead of the brutalizing influence It
ens° otter deemed. -
Repartee.
Time Doetor—De ten know. I think
roar profereent Is abaohnely useless.
It certainly doesn't make nremis of
men!
the LA layer - Wel I. I milat 11.110VI you
ham the aileantage of us there:
TO CURE A (")LD IN ONE DAT
Take DAXATIVE 11110110 Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refitted money if
it falls to care. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is un each boa. Vic. 1001111111111111111111MMIIIINIIIIIIIIIM,
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500,000 Grip Victims
Over half a million are slot-
fering from the awful grip—
in New York State there are
nearly 200,000 cases, in Chi-
cago 100,000.
Mr. W. A. Stagg, 1063 Pa-.
cific Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who is vigorous at the age of
73, has been cured several
times of grip by Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey taken as pre-
scribed and has also been
saved by its use from-the bad
after-effects of the disease.
Mr. Stagg writes:—" For thirty years
DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHISKEY
has been my one melicine. I have
Always used it as prescribed and it has
proved a valuable aid, as it has not
only cured several attacks of grip but has
prevented any bad after-effects. I cannot
'speak too highly of what DUFFY'S
PURE MALT WHISKEY has done for
me, and will always keep it ti stimulate
and tone up my system and as a sure cure
for colds and grip. Although 73 years old,
I am hale and hearty, due to the judicious
use of DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHIS-
KEY."
Ma. W. a, !MOM
Duffy's Pure Malt; Whiskey
a recognized everywhere as the unfailing specific for the cure of consumption, nervousness, typhoid, malaria, every form
of stomach trouble, all diseases of the throat and lungs, and all run down and weakened conditions of the brain and body. It
restores youthful vigor to the old by nourishing and feeding the vital forces of life, and maintains the health and strength of the
young. It is a form of food already digested. It is prescribed by doctors of all schools, is used in all the leading hospitals of the
world, and is recognized as a family medicine everywhere. It is absolutely pure. Medical advice and a valuable illustrated
booklet on diseases sent frce. Our guarantee is on every bottle.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is sold by all first-class druggists, grocers and dealers, or direct, in sealed bottles only.
Price $1.00. See that the " Old Chemist" trade-mark is on the label and that the seal over the cork is unbroken. Look for
them carefully, and refuse subStitutes. It will cure you after all other remedies have failed Duffy Salt Whiskey Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
of a combination baggage car' and
diner, were built for the exclusive use
of -the Donnelle & Hatfield aggrega-
tion and are mid to be congaing the
finest and most modern of ihw cars.
Every ierformer with the company is
possessed of 'an apartment and the
manner In which the minstrel's -live
Ings of the rooms were not even some one notified the police, and an
scorched, and yet the little victitn,ambulance vies summoned. But
was burned, almost to a crisp. A' when Dr. Holtheister arrived from
tiny lamp that :ay In broken frag- Bradford Street hos-pital he said the
ments on the parlor tor told theicaild bad-been burned to death. ,
story of the attempt to light it that'
prov.ed fatal. I would rather be sick than Idle.—
in the midst of the excitement Seneca.
%bee 'waking the rounds of the ooun-
try is first-clams in every particular. —
The train is a home in itself, and is
supplied with every convenience of All
life. The minstrels do not. miss a,
meal, nor cle they lose a night's rest:
this enables tImm to be in lit condi-
tion everywhere they appear, thus
giving the public the Imre-tit-mance as
attraction at the Kentucky on Thlies-aadvertieed At The 'Kentucky Mon-
day night of this week, are experienc- 'day night.
lug a new and pleaeing sensation. So
imbued have they become with' the
spirit of .the various characters, Kris,
Kringle, Margery Daw, .Tack Horner,
Simple Simon, Salle Lunn, etc., the
menry jingle Christmas bent, the
prevading induence of living in Santa
Claus' land during the action of the
ratty, that every day. is a Christmas
day with them. This feeling of good
cheer is experienced by the principals
and <Moms, and many resent and
beatitifie preeente are being given
and received. Manager Rite, although
Pleased at the good feeling existing
among time Member rof his company.
Is worried over the fact that alti their
salary is going for preceents. "If this
feelfsig keeps up.•' says Mr. Rice, "I
will have to get a new play or engage
a new company every month. It is
orey within the pain week or Ho that
I bays reeiized the full eignificence
of this feeling, for every day I have
been compelled to give them eanamei
In eselary.''
"Shires of the Orient," Tonight.
The Gertiude Ewing company. be-
gan a wee s engagement at The Ken-
tucky Met night preventing the Rua-
Man Italy "in the Shadow Of the
erare' The seats were sold long be-
fore time for the curtain to rise and
the theater was well crowded. Miss
Ewing and her company are pleas-
art ly remembered by theater-goers,
as was attested by the wecome ac-
corded them Mist night. The play
was prettily staged and handeomeiy
costnmed and was well anted by an
evenly ha lanced company. Miss Ew-
ing as lea Tieba, the French actress,
had the motet Important role, and
tensile:1 it In a creditable rummer.
She is earnest In her work, and to-
gether with a pleasing appearance
and stmong rjelivery, she left no doubts
in the minds of her audience as to
be rability. She -has surrounded her-
eel( WM a capable company, -headed
by Mr. Louis Dean, who was her
leading man two years ago. He leas
handeorne appearance and pos-
sesees a powerful voice, an excellent
qualey over which he seems to have
perfect (entre& The part played by
Mr. Dean last night was a thankless
one, as it does not elicit the sympa-
thy of thaeaudienee, a•nd yet by his
earful aud artistic handling of it, he
showed himself to be an actor of abil-
ity, end- won much well deserved fav-
orable comment. Mr. .1. G.Statzman,
In the part of Siekelof, the minister
•f Police, showed considerable ability
and handleti, a difficult character in re
pleasing manner. Mr. \Valiant N.
Smith as the spy, deserves mention
for the etere.fult and painstaking man-
ner in welch he handled a peculiar
and unsatisfactory character. We
'hope to see some better things from
Mr. Smith during the week. The bal-
ance of the -company were ttleafetrg
Untarperrtaibt roles. The specialties
by Mr. Drew Summons, the McNutt
Twins and Mr. Charles CatIville were
all enthusbasticcely encored end edd-
ed much to Ole enjoyment of the
audience. Mies Ewing -hes a splendid
company and will undoubtedly receive
a liberal patronage nightly, which
glee well deserves. Several new plays
are promised during the week. The
offering for tonight is "The Slaves of
the Orient," a sensational Turkish
mole-drama for Which the company
carries special scenery and costumes.
"The Gingerbread Man."
The members of "ThigGingerbread
Man" conipany, the Ranken-Sloane
musical fairyesque that win be the
Ministries  big.
The 1'emme-1.1y & - Hatfield magnet-
('met minstrele, soon to appear er this
city under .the persona) direction of
AT-tr. Field, ore touring the country
on a special train of specially con-
strolled ears. The care, consisting
OUR EXPERIENCE
We have spent many years in
the study of OM one subject--
The Eye. Our experience is
yours for the asking, a guaran-
tee goes with all our work. We
charge for the glum only—
nothing for the experience and
guarantee.
EYES EXAMINED FREE
STEINFELO MICR CO.
OStieel Headquerters it Psdeesh
600 OROADWAY
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce 
Parsnips 
Turnips  10c gal.
Sweet_ potatoes  6.0c bu.
Irish potatoes 66c bie
Sassafras ec bunch.
Young onions 
Greens 
Beets  2 bunches 16c
Radishes  2 bunches 16c.
Celery FM to 76c
Strawberries 2 for 26c
Game fruit 4 for 25c
Bananas  laic doz.
Oranges  20c doz.
Apples  2ac peck.
Chickens  3-Sc to 76c.
Turkeys lec lb.
Rabbits lec each
Eggs 21ac doz.
sBautti st e 
Ham 
•• • 111,17ce lbi e
a5c tb.
Lard  12c lb.
CHILD WAS ill'HNED TO DEATH.
Four-SearAid Basel Reed Set Fire
to rlothinerWhil• Lightiag Lamp.
3 bunches 10c
be quart.
2 bunches 5c.
10c bunch.
Brook. n, N, Y.—Her screams for
help drowned by the rattle af ma-
chinery on the floor beton, 4-year-
old Hazel Reed was roasted to death
in her home on the second floor of
124 Van Ricklen avenue, after her
clothing had' been ignited by the
match 'with which she tried to light
the ground floor is a laundry, where
a huge ironing machine smooths out
eollars and cuffs and makes a terrific
noise from morning till night.
The little girl was left alone in the
parlor when her mother, Mrs. Ella
Rend, went to the basement to get a
fresh eapply of eoal for the kitcaen
stove. The mother was not Rene
more than fifteen minutes, and the
first warning she had of an accident
was when she saw the body of her
little girl tying In a room adjoining
the parlor, burned almost to a criepe
No one In the building or in the
building adjoining heard 'any out-
cry until Mrs.. Reed raid her voice,
In alarm. Then an the neighbors
end the folks who toll in the laundry
below came rushing into theetpart-
ment.
It was noted by Mete who flocked
tel aito lite Mere Met only OM itici was
HOSTS OF GOOD PEOPLE
Over This Blessed Land Rise Up awl Praise Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines.
Common Gratitude Prompts This Sentiment in Favor of
Dr. Pierce's Medicines.
These people, so ready and anxious to recommend Dr. I'ierce's Medicines,bave thommeivee been cured, or some friend or loved one has been cured, bythese medicines. Naturally, a sense of gratitude prompts such persons toreco4ifpend Dr. Pierce's medicines to other afflicted ones. Notwithstandingthat t ese
for ma
they n
edicines have been on general rale, in drug and medicine Home,n two decades, yet their sale continues to grow as it could not wereicines of more than ordinary merit
base attacks have sometimes been made upon Dr. Pierce's medi-cines w ich mporarilv injured their sale, as in the ease of the maliciously,false, d us and libelous article published in 1900 in the Ladies' HonteJournal o iladelphia, yet tbeir sale is greater to-day than ever. The pub-lishers of th paper were brought to account and judgment obtained againstthem in con uence of their malicious article concerning Dr. Pierce's FavoritePreecrtion. e al.h . i . • e: . ta were. 's'. I 0 ' " lo I II • 11. . iudg,-ent .. I • 1 • • .. ir.4111 . • • Mt II. • . - aldfilIMMIMMInt
eretmon I r. • erce .. hates 4 4 1 s p an. pu. is . the wholeworld a full list of the ingredients entering into his medicines, and this com-pletely confounded his malicious traducers Ind vindicated both the Doctor andhis medicines. In consequence, his medicines have entet,ed a popularity andincrease in sale of late, amounting almost to a boom, and it is believed that thisgreatly increased demand is due largely to the fact of Dr. Pierce's open, honestWay of treating his patrons and patients by reposing confidence in those whotrust in him and his medicines. lie has no secrete to witithold from them.He publishes the composition of his medicines openly and above board, PO thatall who use them may know exactly what they are taking. Thus they areplaced in a class al/ by themselres and cannot be considered as either secret orpetent medicines, for they are in lad neither.
WHAT THEY OJR111. Peopie often ask
•What do Dr. Pierce's two leading med-
icines—'Golden Medical Discovery' and
'Favorite Prescription' cure 9 "
WWI , the answer Is that •
as a t e nasal passe(
I .a tnchial tubes, stomech, bowelsand bi .der curing a large percentage of
catarrhal cases whether the dims* ef-
fects the nasal passages, the %emelt,
larynx, bronchia, stomach (as catarrhal
dyspepsia), bowels fas mucous diarrheak
bladder, uterus or other pelvic organs.
Even In the chronic or ulcerative stages
of them affections, it Is generally sneceni-
fill in affecting curet'. In fact the "Oolden
Medical Discevery • Is without doubt, the
most succesyful centititutional remedy for
all forms of catarrhal diseases known to
modern ?nettled Science. In chronic
Nasal Catarrh Dr. Sages Catarrh Remedy
fluid should be used for washing and
cleansing out the nasal passages while
taking the "Discovery" for Its blend
cleansing and specific, healing effects
upon the mucous lining membrane& This
combined local and general treatment will
eire a very' large percentage of the worst
case. of chronic nasal catarrh, no matter
of how many ears' standing they may be.
e" 'Mvorlte reerrimion • te te
latiLdeaMal iletiemeggen—t ose we news. aerange-
rnenta IrregulaMtles peculiar to
women. It hi a powerful, yet gently 5gt-4ins, Invigorating tonic and nervine. -Forweak, worn-otit, over-worked women—two
"Favorite Prescription" will he feu
matter what has caused the brimitel
most effective In building up thosteenge
emulating the womanly fonetiqnsogib-
dui ng pain and bringing about a healthy,
strong. vigorous condition of the wholey
Dr. Ilea* believes that our American
formes abound in most valneale seisil-
dual roots for the cute of most of our
obstinate and most fatal diseases, If we
*toted properly Investigate them; and,
In confirmation of this firm ennvietion,
he points with pride to the almost Mar-velous cures effected by his*(iolden Med-
ical leterovery." willeh has proven !Weft
to be the moat efficient stomecle, tonic,liver Invigorator, heart tonic and' regu-
lator, and blood cleanser known to med-
ical science. Not lose marvelous, in the
unparalleled cum It is constantly seek-ing of women's many peculiar affect-
tons, weaknesses and destreesIng derange-menet, is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion, as is amply attested by thousandsof unsolicited testimonials contributed by
instep' patients who have been cured byit of leueorrhea, painful periods, irregniseRies, prolapsus and other displacement,,ulceration of' vitertis and kindred affesetons, often after many other advertisedmedicines had failed.
Both three world-famed medicines Sr.wholly made up from the glycelic ex-
tracts of native, medicinal roots, feundIn one American Meets. The processesemployed in teen manufacture wernoriginal with Dr. Pierce, and they arecarried on by skilled chemists and pher-mactsts with the aid of apparatus anteappliances specially designed and builtfor this purpose. Both medicines areegtirely free from alcohol and all otherharmful, habit-forming drugs. A fulllist of their ingrediente Is printed on eachof their wrappers. They are both madeof such Wive male-Ina, roots as havereceived the strongest endorsement andpraise for their curative virtues fromthe most prominent writers on MaterfoMonom hi this country. What is Raid oftheir -tower to cum the several diseasesfor Which they are advised may beeasily. learned ny Reading your nameepoleaddrees so Dr. le V. Pieta., Buffalo,
N.Y., for se little booklet which he has-compiled, containing eopious extractsfrom numerous statidard medical books,whtch are constated as authorities byysielans of the *event schools of tles,ter their truleance in preeerliting. Itie fsiza to Al.f. A postal card requestWill bring It.
Yon don't have to rely solely upon theManufacturer's say-so as to the power ofDr. Pierce's medicines to cure, as withether medicinal sold through druggeita,yen have the disinterested testimony ofa host of the leading medical wrftereand teeebere. Sand far this copioustestimony. It can be retied upon tobe truthful because ft Is entirely dimolserere.i,
Dr. reeve() Plealant Pelleta cure con-sume en, enitipatien is the mime ofmany diseases. Cure the csure and youcure the deems*. One "Pellet" Is anee istatios, and two a mei renamee. Druggists sell them sine onthl"just as volt,' T.hey are the ereeint;Little Liver mlie nro putt ee 1,y ,
Dr, Parsee over 40 pore ace, Saabimitated, but never equaled. They aretiny stmaranated rannilte—may to takeas candy.
Lyon's Periodical Drops
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless. Orestes/ hewn kraals remedy.
CAUTION iiiiiintre of coanterteits and Itaftstions The rennin, is exit tie enlv in eerie beard rat,erith ifiude-iiiiitt=igyie,013 side of the battle, damsnc to 
w :
60., NO* Area's. Cleveland, Obe,,.
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Riker 's
Violet Cerate
50c
We have just. secured the
exclusive agency for Riker';
celebrated toilet preparatitms,
probably the most popular
on the market today, and shall
always carry fresh Knocks of
all of them.
Hiker's Toilet Cerate is Just
ly famed.. It comes in iSitc
packages and if you have
never tried it you have a
pleesure in store for you.
Drop in to see the extensive
line of toilet preparations we
carry, or phone us your or-
ders, as we make prompt de-
liveries of all phone orders.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Agent for original Allegretti
Qi.ndies
_ ASP ih
Little Gunboat Will Remit Mernphia
on Starch 10.
TAFT IS LEADING
IN POPULARITY
New Orleans March 5.— The
United States gunboat Wasp left here
at 141 o'clock this morning with Pa-
due.a.h as her ultimate destination. West
She is on recruiting cruise, and has
just completed a six. weeks' trip
"aloha the Atlantic coast. She Is go-
ing up the Mississippi and Ohio
elvers us far as she con
go, stopping for a time at
by Chid Bootswain J. S. Croghate
Seems to Favor
Next to Roosevelt
•
Advertist•ments Using United
Flag Prohibited by State
Laws.
,who reports. to the naval recruiting .
.oilleers Stationed in the large cities.
Likely -recruits are picked up on the
way sad dulw enlisted at the stations.
The Weep wilt reach Memphis Meech
10 and eepont to Lieut.-Oom.
MoGraen at Memphis, the recruiting
chief of the illiesissippi eistriet, who
will direct the movements of the
orders toWasp, and has received
proceed north,. 9tOpping to call at
Vicksburg.
IN BUSINKSS FOR
Oce Alexander Has Opened a Furni-
ture!. Store.
I desire to infurni my friends that
I ant now engaged in business at 127
South Third street under the firm
name of Padueale Furniture Co. Af-
ter fifteen years with the Paducah
Furniture and Menufacturing Co., 1
•--- concluded to go into Nattiness for my-
  self, consequently I severed with that
eeeeee.reoe.e.. e-eeoe..rergKQeoe,e*oQ,&r,,aopp
1 Starves For Sake of Ethicatien
eereaereffiesetraptarfficreilialliffielkediregodfaffircffiel
New York.—He - was only four
feet tall and weighed less titan seven
ty panda. 'feet the score of etarentle
offenders -who were awaitine to be
sentenced in the Children's Court
thouglt he was the greatest hero on
earth. Many red cheeks were stain-
ed with tears as the youngster re-
rated a sad tale of starvation, exile,
abandonment and ambition. .The
prisoner at the bar was Joseph Coh-
en, ten years old, of Kopian, Russia.
He was charged with being a va-
grant.
Joseph came to New York two
years ago from Russia. For two
years, 'night after night, he has step;
tri the dark, lonely alleys of the Jew-
ish quarters. His ambition was to
learn to speak English and later to
become an engineer.. Often he went
Moiety for daese He was arrested a
ferw da3s ago, being asleep on the
floor of a Hester street tenement.
Saw Parents Mass/Reed.
firm in January. .
I During the years I have been in
the furniture business with the other
then I have been favored with teeth-
erai trade us a salteman and How Il
e ill Iw glad to greet my friends in my
own business house where it will be
my pleasure to furnish anything in
the furniture line that they may de-
sire,
OM ALEXANDER.
SPEAKS .1LT NIEMPHIS.
_
The Rav. D. C. Wright in Lenten
Seryicee.
Memphis, March 5.—The midday
Lenten service at the Merchants' Ex-
change -today wile be conducted by
Bishop Geller, of SO. Mary's cathe-
dral. For the remaining days of the
week the Brotherhood of St. Andrew
has secured the iervices of the Rev.
D. 0. WrIgett, of Grace church, Pa-
ducah. Ky. Dr. Weight la an earnme
and able exponent of the doctrines
and prInelpee of Christianity, and
mane will be glad of this opportunity
to hear him.
Magistrate Olmsted was snout to FOR SALE;-- North Side, close in,
commit Joseph to a home, when he high-class neighborhood; eight room
spoke up and sale' he -wished to put resideuee, perfect condition, having
in a defense. ireception hall, parlor, dining room,
"I was compelled to sleep in the butler's pantry, kitchen, servant's
hallway because I had no other room, back hall, three large bed
place," said the prisoner calmly in rooms ap Rothe, large attic over
good. English. • "I came here from kitchen, front porch, latticed back
Rusela two years ago with a friend porch, cabinet and Iron mantels,
who later deserted me. While in t. chantleliers for gas and electricity in
Russia a massacre took place, and all emits, pavement.; front front
before my eyes my dear mother ane`gate to out houses in rear. Price
tether were killed by the Czar's 1113.500. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
soldiers. I made up my mind to be- and Rentals, Teleplicne 127.
come a great man, and for that reas-
on came to New York.
We have a 10-horse power Ford an-"I weut to Peblic•School No. 7, on
tornobile that is complete in every re-
went to hear good lectures, In the sPect•
that is a bargain for someoneevenings. Sometimes I helped the ess'arY
for $500 cash. Call or telephone infish peddlers near the Williamsburg
for particalars. Foreman Bros.,beelge, and they would give me a
few cents. I obtained my suppers in North Fourth street.
a saloon on fatroome street, helpingl
the bootblack there La return. When! Chapleigh—Two yeahs ago I was-
10 senseless by a cwicketo'clock came around I secured
several bags and cheap clothes, which ball."
I used as pillows while sleeping en 1 Miss Caustique—Indeed! And has
the bare floor of different tenement your physician given up all hopes?"
house '—Chicago Daily News.s.
"Charity Doenn't Snit Me."
"If I couldn't find a hallway, I
would erectly' into some cellar. This
I have kept up for almost two years.'
I didn't do anything wrong. and I
guess I (meet to he discharged. You
see, I am ambitious and want to he
an engineer some day. It is a great
profession and I 'can earn a large
salary through It."
One of the court officers who heard
the boy's store asked him about some
lectures which had been delivered i
the spectators some of the subjects '
day,. Joefffili quickly gave the date
and place of each lecture and tola
rtat were discussed be the lacter- .,
An Automoble for 9500.
!the litetitaned conseitUtiou.
Peckham demented.
No Deficit This Time.
Representative Tawne), of eitnne-
sate, chairman of the committee on
appropriaticns, announced that in-
stead-of Oaring a deficit in the tree-
Him cry at the (-lose of the thetel year of
1908, as :teemed imminent at one
time there eould he a surplus of
$20,(1.00,000 at that time The total
,appropritions made' atthe present
States se *ion of eongress. be said, aggre-
gee) apparently $919,948,C79.63.
PRESIDENT'S PAMINE RELIEF.
W4i9airegton, March 5.—Reports
coming from' the test ere giving
greet encouragement to the friends of
the Taft presidential movement. Keen
interest Is being taken here in petiti-
eel elledaer in the Pitlls which are be-
ing mete of iteeublican members of
we tern legislatures. Serene senti-
ment for the secretary of wet is open-
leg 11* eyes of awe who thought
that the gloat demand for the nomi-
netionl'of Roosevelt in 1908 could not
hr diverted Secretary Taft.
Advices from Smith Daketa and
Kansas, reeardd as typical of the
feeling in file west, indieate that in
the liven! It-meld:eat Roesevelt cannot
he persuaded ttt,',:tecept another none-
batten,- Secectary Taft will be second
choicea4 reeedire the votes Which
won-Id- be given doe Preeldent Roase-
vele In Soui. r..11,uta the poll ef the
legislature 'gave Taft forty-six voter,
more than ell the other eancleketes
combined 'reeeived; and in Kansas,
where it is reported that a Roosevelt
delegetion" wall be sent ilD•ithe next
converean, it is believed 'that assc'on
as ttle people become convinced that
the president cannot be induced to
accept anotter neminalicn the Roese-
velt.strength will shift to Mr. Taft.
Recent. eevalations during the in-
vestigatlen. of the interstate cow-
rueroe tommisslen will have far-
reaching efferi in strengthening the
'Roosevelt sentiment in the Republi-
can party. Repeets received from all
sections of tthe country show that the
great masses of Republteans are un-
willing to take a step backward In
the poi-lc:se with Which the president
has been oo closely identified, and
that either he or tome one like Mr.
Taft, who represents his ideas, well
be demanded by the next Republican
convention.
Flag in Advertising.
That the states may laws pro-
hi-biting .the tee of the flag of the
United States for advertising pur-
l/Ws, was dechred by the supreme
mute of the United States today In
deciding the ease of Nicholas V. Hel-
fer and Henry V. Hayward, coming
to the court from the' stipreme court
of Nebraska. Halter and Hayward
aee engaged in the liquor, buslaess In
Omaha ared were pit0A.eted under a
law of the state on the charge Of sell-
ing beer in bottles decorated with the
national colors. They were fined $50
each, and on ;appeal to the state su-
preme court to verdict was suetained.
They admitted all the facts charged,
but Presided (the unconstitutionality
of the law, Justice Harlan delivered
the opinion of the count, affirming
the decision of the state courts. In
the course of his opinion Justice Fitar-
Van upheld the right of the state to
protect the flag, the emblem of the
nation's power, against
ifs cad that the use of the flag as EU]
advertisement on beer bottles cheap-
tens and degrades it,. aud the court
was unwilling to he: dthet
prohibiting steel a use of the n-a-
tional colors is an abridgement of
persoral rights as contemplated by
era.
The boy WAS committed to the
care of the Children's Society, where
'last night he enjoyed a warm bed
and a good supper.
"This charity business doesn't
telt me " said Joseph as he left the
court room.
arrleti Years; 17 Children. I,
Is.—At Mercy Hoa-
ry McIntyre of Grimes.
are birth to her seven-1
Id. She is the mother of
two pairs of twins. She hes been
married seventeen years, and all
her children are !fettle. Mrs. Mein-
,re is a first cousin olartigillet John
L.
•
Kievan can-hot hear the Omyer for ti
the Poor that has no effect on my
et ore
MANY CHILDREN
IN CONGESTED DISTRICTS
VIC HMS OF CONSUMPTION
S. Otiodfrend, a !Ikea:dist from New York, declares that ten per
tent of the children in the congeeted districts of Cleveland are e lc-
tints of tubervulosis.
The same deplorable conditions have been found to exlat in other
eithet, and the eradication of the white plague anereg children has
been started in earnest. Sanitary conditions are being Improved,
teed treetment, affording fresh air, is given, and nourishing food is
being supplied.
children with wt•ak lungs ale sUseeutlhle to coins, U'llieh cans.'
tbe lungs to h. • sure. The tubercular germ witless in the sore
places and sets up what is called a "mixed" infection," the startling
point of cousnunptien.
Parents Are warned against giving children cough or cold reme-
dies containing opiates. as 'tamale,' gaudy stultify the lunge end render
them moil susceptible to the deadly tubercular grills. The follow-
ing simple formula. the ingreffients of welch can be obtained from
any geed prescriptiou &terabit at email cost, will break up a told
twenty-four hems, and cure any cough that le durable: Virgin Oil of
Pine (Pure), one-half ounce; Glycerine, tut. "tines; good Whisky,
is half pint.. in teaspoonful doers every Pair bourn.
An eminent authority on lung trouble says if this Ample and
effective formula was known and generally used, throat, lung foul
bronchial affeettione would %Odom teach an acute Magee (etre sieulThi
be used in selecting mite Ingo-thence and to avoid sabstitutkm, It is
test that they he purchased meperetely and mixed in your own injonw.
The 'Virgin (Iii of Pine (Pure) phould he purthased in
ginal half-ounce vial*, put up expressly fur druggists to dispense.
Each vial is securely,seeled in a mead wooden case, with enetraved "
wrapper, with the name—Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure)..Guarneteed
under the F004 and Drugs .1,ct of etme 30, 1900, eerial member 431.
Prepared cede- by Leach ettemierie ,etre, giineinceste tehke-epearaei
minted thereon. There are many reek itultatione ofteltrgIn till of
Pine (Pure.) which are pat up snider (timelier neimst any Male of
package.. SvvPr 11(1'1 4 'iliPm* as ‘RhatitUte for the Nye virgin Oil
of Pine, as they will invariably produce nausea and never effete the
desired results.
Juetiee
For Pauline Relief. ,
Declaring that Russia lets been a
friend of America in the past, Presi-
dent Roosevelt, in a letter to the Rus-
sian famine relief committee of New
York, mad e public berleY appeals for
contribute:1ns In behalf of the famine
sufferers in that country. With the
letter he sent his own check for $1•04),
'He calla attention to the "Literally
unparalleled pre:seedily of the coun-
try," end hopes that the people out
of their abundance will give getter-
°way on this °emelt:in
(Mlle James for Meuse Leader.
011ie lames was strongly tipped as
a possible candidate for Demoeratic
leader of the house In the Sixtieth
congress. If he enters the nee it
will become interesting, ea thtre are
prospects already of a lively fight, and
the addition of a candidate Iron)
Kentucky %souk] draw Ruppert !rem
both Wit-limes and De Armond. James
admitted that several represeuttuives
had broached the subject to MAI, His
success In getting the S-cent fare lilt
through the hotise Saturday niget hee
started geite a bourn for him for
leader
as 
NEWS OF KENTUCKY I
Kt•ily and Ityan Fight.
Rochester, Ky., Marth 5.— Hugo
Kelley and Tommy Ryan forted sex
rounds here tonight to a draw. Kelly
bad the advantage of the fire: two
rounds but Ryan foreen the fighting
Iii the fourth and succeeding rounds.
Ppts• Rugs in Beds to Sell Springs,
Glasgow, Ky., March 5.— A new
.
swindler has made his appearance
along the Kentucky and Tennessee
border, and his victims are numbered
by the score; In fact, almost every
one he has visited has been vicam-
!red. The man sere an infer:or grade
Of bed springs. He enters a home and
Rake permission to examine the feath-
er beds. With his knife he rips open
the tick and thrusteen his hand and
brings forth e handful of feathere,
lathed with bugs, which he had ta-
ken from his pocket. These he exhihe
Its to the astonished household. In
these homes, it is alleged, he placed
springs for $10 that could have been
purchased for $4.50, taking the bug
inhabited feathers In exchange for
the springs.
Don't Fear Grand Jury.
Prinretne, Kv., March 5.— Anoth-
er incider: in the Wesrern Kentucky
tobacco war is reported from Otter
Pond, in the southeastern part of
this county, where a band of men
last night broke into two cars on a
siding and ruined tobacco consign-
ed to the American Snuff company
plant at ilopkinsvillei Fifteen mask-
ed men were seen riding south of
there last night, and It Is thought
they are thp ones who did the work,
which was not revealed until day-
light today.
The two car loads of tobacco hail
been loaded by George Martin and his
tenants, and were ready to be taken
to Hopkinsville. Altogteher some le
hogsheads of fine weed were rolled
out, the hoops broken and, the to-
bacco scattered about and trampled
unit practically worthless.
d There la some question here as to
whether the railroad or the eonsigre
ors will have to stand the loss, and
there is a possibility of litigation on
this point. It. Is reported that the
railroad company had issued bile! of
lading, and If this Is true, the loss
will fall on It, The doors of the ears
being officially sealed the crime is
made much greater. There have been
several ease_ within the lest few
weeks in which tobacco not pledgee
to the growers' organization has been
destroyed by night riders, and when
circuit court convenes bere tomorrow
Judge Gordon is expected to deliver
-a hot charge on the subject.
"I defy you," eald•the beautiful
g!I'' "and shall sue you at once for
divorcee' •
Yon cannot do that," he sneered.
coldly, thinking to stun her. "for oar
marriage Was never legal."
"Very we'd. then " she replied.
not la the least pertnrhed. "I will
sue ou then for breach of promise"
—Brooklyn Life
&MVOs has a great tendency to
erincede and throw a veil over the evil
deeds ,of !non--Demosthenes.
Made from pure grape cream
of tartar, and absolutely free from
alum and ammonia.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.. NEW YORK:
--gamamaj
r „
Almost Lynching When Truth is
Known About Drugging Young Gies
Marietta,
A living faith puts faith into lhe
--
The fool goo( like the sheep, 411
lug, "Bah, bah !"—Aristophanes.
O. March 5.—A lynch- rage and Corathers, having beett-fonnd
_
hog seemed, Imminent -here this even_ in the loom. were Liken to the city
log- when a large crowd of people
surrounded the city pail, where Wu-
ter W, Savage, of Syracuse. N. Y.. and
his accomplice, Andy Coruthers, were
imprisoned.
Savage is an advertising sketch art-
ist and has been here about a week,
occupying win-low in the Dime Sav-
ing Soclety building. He has made a
seecialty of getting young girls to al-
low him to make their pictures.
A-bout 1 o'clock this afternoon Le
had six young girls, between the ages
of 12 and' 14 years in- hi.: room,
gave them whisky, wine and beet: tend
administered some kind Of a drug. At
C o'clock this evening the pollee dee
covered tiTat somethlog wet wrong
and upon investigating found. all six
of the gels unconscious lying cn the
floor, The girls -and tam two !tin!, Sly -
jail, •
Physiteans were :summoned to
intake an examination of the girl. and
!emetics were adminietered, and at
about 7 o'clock they 'had partly re-
gained collaeletiallettet. The girls
eeem that the men forced them to
driak. The physicians are convinced
that two of the girls are the victims
of an attempted aesauit, and af this
time are In doubt as to the others, as
they have not as yet completely ee•
covered from the effecte of the drug
Under gpard of the entire police
force the melt were 'Fuelled ICI the
county jail which is on the. Met floor
of -the emu ri house building. Tive_ sher-
iff and his denuties, assisted by the
pollee are guarding the two prisoners,
apd at (this time it seems tihat a lunies
Mae will he averted, although the feel-
ing of the populace Is very lotense.
TOSSES HIS GOLD INTO RIVER,
St. Louis Capitelist Throws a Thottle
and Tattlers Away.
Ski Bernardino, Cal.—Somewhere
In the bottom of the Mojave river lie
twd seeks containing $504 in geld
each. George 11. Dunham. a St.
Louis capitalist, tossed the money
Into the river to save himself front
drowning.
Dunham bath been on the. desert
Iwith Paul Biddle, a rn:uing promoe-
Ler. to look at a group of claim& Sane
plea of ore from the group had so
pleased hint that he promised to pay
Biddle $1.000 in gold for an interest
in the claims If they proved satis-
factory after he had made a personal
Inspection of them. '
Danham had the money in sacks
and buckled the sacks tato the in-
side pcekets of a heavy lined khaki
coat. As the men were fording the
Mojave river their wagon was over-
turned and Dunham was swept down
stream.
While struggling against the cur-
rent, the weigere Reethe gold handi-
capped him, and, after a desperate
effort to reach shore with it, he final-
ly released the treasure, ---
Biddle and the team easily gained
shore. lie was much distulated over
the loss of the money and he and
Dunham spent half a day draggine
the rivet glitlem, but without result.
It le belief that the meney
never be recovered; -for tit
sands he says, will completely bury
it.
eee a, e ee of about 148,000 and
ivis bought seven years ago by the
state. Since then the' vartoint. govet
r:J:S have occupied It without ques-
eon as to their coneetutionsea rigliL
Governor Sheldon says he propos-
es to enforce every law on the star-
gig books of the state of Nebraska.
aria it therefore would hardly be
consiatent for him to be violating
the law by occupying a handsome
mansion at the expense of the state
and contrary to -law.
He has placed $100 as a fair ren-
tal per month for the big mansion
and has had Attorney-General
Thompson bring suit on behalf of
the state to recover that amount, de-
claring that Mr. Sheldon is unlaw-
fully occupjing the house.
The. consequence , of the suit,
shoted it he won by the state, might
prove rather astounding. Governor
Sheldon, of coarse, would undoubt-
elly more out, as our a salary of $2,-
500 a 3ear he could hardly adroit] to
pay h-alt of It for rent.
As a tesult of .the suit, Governor
Sheldon has been dnbbed "Honest
Geotge."
Petit S II.E.
Farm five miles from city. Zir
t hither, two acres neullarti just
.beginning to bear, six acres straw-
ben spring_zunidag through
piety, per nere. 11, C. Hollins,
Real Estate and Rentals. Telt.plitee.
127.
Governor Sues Himself for Rent.
Lincoln, Neb., March 5.—Gover-
nor George L. Sheldon has surpris-
ed the state by having a suit insti-
tuted in the eameme court against
himself for $100 for one month's
rent or the executive mansion which
he has occupied sitee becoming gov-
ernor.
The proposition Is a startlingly
unique one. The suit, of course, is
put ely a test one..
Governer Sheldon has discovered
that the co-nstitution declares the
governor stall receive $2,500 a yeat
With no perquisite, He therefore d
elates he cannot see that ne has
right to occupy the handsome get
ealitat's mansion at the expense e
the state and has had the to
tireught to see if such is the case.
The mansion, which is furnishee
by the state to the governor, is one
of the most haftdsome in Lincoln. It
is a big three-story frame house.
with large, commodious rooms, bee'
and billiard rooms on the third floor
and long, deep verandas.
It was bet ton or fifteen years
NES;
WOMEN "KNOW THINGs
ABOUT PRICES."
The woman who has had the
ibzed.itlia. 
is, as 
a onsetitintgc:f years of:eitt4i-r .
"educated" in some directions in
quite as practical a way as her
husband.
Indeed, if the hushen4ltnows
his profes • , his hus1ti44,
trade, as well as the wife knows
her business as "buyer for th.•
home:* he will prosper.
The woman shopper under-
stands that her education—as a
"buyer" — is never Venisteel.
Conditions, intlikets, pries
goods, fashions, fatries—ati
these are changing and altering
continually. To keep "posted,"
the housewife watches the store-
- advertising with an alert eye
and understanding.
1907 MODEL BICYCLES
Cleveland, Columbia, Westfield, Crown, Cyrus and
cheaper makes. Bicycles from $15.00 up. Com-
plete line of Bicycle Sundries,
19,0.7
Styles in
mattings
Extra lar ge assort-
ment of medium price
Mattings bought bo-
fore the advance.
.1•••
1 9 0 7
Folding and Large
Go=Carts
We are showing some
big bargains in this
line. Go-Carts from
$1.98 up.
We will offer special inducements this week on Side-
boards, Dining Tables, Hall Trees, Couches, I,arge
Leather Chairs, Iron Beds, Odd Dressers, Steel Ranges
and Cooking Stoves. .' • • • • • • • •
II you need anything in these lines it will pay you to investigate.
LEAVES & SONS
416 BROADWAY
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TLESDAY, MARCH 5.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
1  -10S6 1•5 3829
2 3813 16 3874
4.. ...... 3h30 18 3S13
5 3861 19 384/5
6 3851 24) 383e*
7 3871 21 3869
8 388.5 22 3915
9 3813 23 38.39
11 3828 e5 3855
12 385.5 26 3836
13 3844 27 392e)
14 .........3870 28 2890
Average for February, 1907.. —3859
Average for Februao,
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral maziir of pie Sun, who af-
firms t lie aboe statetnent of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any actioia of the
Demoeratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas It Harrison as a candidate
for mayor subject to the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party. .
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. MeKnight as a•candichate for
the office of C:ty Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
Daily Thought.
God, 'who studies each separate soul,
Out of commonplace lives, makes his
beautiful whole.
—Susan Coolidge.
 4. ram
CLINTON BROOKS LEIGH.
The Deseret Evening News of Salt
Lake City, in au editorial pays a
beautiful tribute to the late Clinton
Brooks Leigh, that his Menai
throughout Paducah will appreciate.
The tribute is especially forceful as
the News is the Mormon organ and
Mr. Leigh was on an anti-Mormon
paper. While strong inhis views, sur-
rendering not one Jot or tittle to the
enemy, he was always courteous, and
that he made friends and not ene-
mies the following words go to
show:
"Clinton B. Leigh! What a splen-
did example of sterling and honora-
ble manhood he was! Not many
years a citizen of this state, yet one
who leartted to •love it much and
wen voice and pen proclaim its
greatnees. A native of 'Kentucky, be
possessed all the old time ideas of
southern chivalry and 'nigh regard
-for womanhood. Polite, courteous
and debonair, affable, gentle and all
round good fellow, in the more staid
sense of the word. His friends came
near approximating the number of
acquaintance he could boast, and
they were very many, in his home
he was uncomnionly kind, a husband
and a father who ruled his little
household by tee- magic wand of
love, rather than by the scepter of
authority. Shadows had often fallen
across his pathway, but nut of the
clouds he ever smiled. and Into the
sunlight he came _again with new
hepesand faith. The somber emblems
of mourning had not yet been put
away by the family when this heav-
ier affliction came with terrific cud-
dennese upon them. The crushing
force of the blow enlists the full sym-
pathy of an entire community in
their behalf and now that "Thirty"--
the newspaper man's sign of "the
end"- -has so unexpectedly been
written on the last page of Life's
copy, may his sleep be sweet and
undisturbed tiil the great 'awaken-
Inc when the trump shall *mind for
the Rood and just to arise ana
thine."
That particular "bureau eatableh-
ed and maintained by the public
utility corporations of America,"
as
whkh e"padded out" the account in
Yesterday's SUN of the municipal
efectIon in London last Saturday,cer-
tainly must be prompt and efficient
to have gotten ap its figures no
quickly aAer the election; for all the
Sunday papers (always saving anal
excepting those published in Padu-
cael contained reports of the London
election identical in substance to
that published by THE SUN Monday
evening. Those papers using the
same news service as tHE SUN had
the same story, word for word. The
election occurred Saturday; the
count was made Saturday night, and
reports, gathered from every pre-
cinct in London, were sent to Amer-
ica at what must have been midnight
or after. Then, it seems, that the
"bureau" got the news off the cable
fixed it up, and sent it broadcast to
all the papers in the United States,
both associated press and Scripps-Me-
Rae, and they had It printed in their
papers three hours after it came
across the water. And, if the news
was "padded" by a "bureau", the
truth has not yet come out; for
those papers which deal with news
are still publishing the same ac-
count; and those which deal with
views exclusively, are doing nothing
but frothing at the mouth. That "bu-
Teen- certainly is swift—swifter
than Paducah Sunday papers; for,
although THE SUN had aft article
Saturday afternoon on the progress
of the election that day, the people
of Paducah had to wait until Mon-
day evening to learn from THE SUN
the result of the election.
Unfortunate, indeed, will It be, if
the petty feud between the board of
public works and the sewer depart-
ment brings permanent injury to the
city sewer system. It has been less
than tvito mantels since the sewer in-
spector was compelled to appeal to
Mayor Yeiser for assistance, which
was refused him by the chairman of
the board of public works. He re-
quired oil and waste for the engine
at the pumping station.but the chair-
man, who is inveatect with discre-
tion between meetings of the board,
declined to recognize the sewer in-
spector. At that time the engine and
pump were going day and night to
keep the water from backing up in
the sewers and filling ae the cellar's
in Paducah. The urgency of the mat-
ter was manifested when Mayor Yet-
ser broke a rule and promptly issued
a requisition, Keying that he could
not afford to let a departmental mis-
understanding bring hardship to the
citizens. Had the pump stopped, the
damage and suffering would have
been inestimable. Now the sewer in-
speceor has appealed to the general
eonticil, and we trust the board of
public works will heed the council's
Instructions. We cannot believe the
board's conduct is dictated by sore-
ness at Judge Reed's decision that
the general council and not the boara
of pahlir works has authorha to ap-
point the inspector.
Talk as we will about the simplic-
ity of American democracy, there is
something radically wrong when a
man like Senator Spooner of Wis-
consin, after devoting sixteen years
of his life to public service, must
resign before his term expires in or-
der to earn a competence for him-
self and family, that he may not be-
come a public charge, or a burden on
his children, In his old age. He is
past sixty and one of the finest law-
yers in America. Yet, he has con-
tinued in office drawing $5.000 an-
nually, when he might have been
earning $50,000 a year, as a corpo-
ration lawyer. Every few days we
bear of some great Intellect, that
should have been devoted to the
country's came, engaged in the in-
dustrial field. There are other sari-t-
rees than financial that a man must
make to hold public office, and few
are willing to submit. The country
can not afford to let all the brains
get away from the public service.
There is, perhaps, more than one
reason why the senate is composed
chiefly of rich men.
No newspapers suppresses news,
whether that news is favorable or
unfavorable to Its chosen policies.
The fact that a sheet allows as im-
portant a news Item as a London
county council election, In which the
policies of 18 years standing are
overwhelmingly rebuked, to go un-
mentioned for three daye. except to
bear false witness against papers
that do publish It, shows that the
particular sheets do not fit the
definition of a newspaper.
We have yet to be accused by a
reputable newspaper or a truthful
person of publishing foreign news
that did not come through the regu-
lar channels, without crediting It.
Senator Spooner has resigne,1 hie
seat In the United States senate to
resume his law practice. For one*
Wisconsin's 'senators are In accord In
a Matter of party policy.
 --e-o 
The Americanization of British
municipal elections came just, in
time to siert the' Anglicization of
American *nraniciettillliee
Municipal ownership of transpoi-
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
tation facilities has never existed in
Chicago.
Tb3w's attorneye- fear &nuttier
brain storm. A little %winkle o'
brains -wouldn't hurt him.
Still the great white plague leads
he dance of death.
M. 0. IN LONDON.
The control of the,London county
council has been taken away from
the muniicipal ownerttes. The tax-
payers have revolted against the the-
ories and have overcome them. They
have put up for eighteen years with
n administration which, in '-the
name of "progress," has steadily In-
creased taxes and indebtedness with-
out conferring corresponding bene-
fits. The last project of the "pro-
gressives" was to spend $120,000,-
000 In a grand electrification scheme
and to drive private enterprise out
of the electrical business. That was
more than could be encrurede If the
scheme were to be put through it
would mean the utter loss of Indi-
vidual initiative in what is, compar-
atively speaking, a new field. It
would mean bad service to the pub-
lic through the preservation ,of anti;
quated methods. A municipality has
not the courage of an individual. It
does not throw obsolete machinery
on the scrap heap to put in new ma-
chthey and better the service. So the
taxpayers vetoed the project and
turned out the men. who were be-
hind It.
Municipal ownership theories have
been given a fair trial in the world's
greatest city. They have been cat-
reed to the delightful point of mu-
nicipal billiards and dominoes. The
taxpayers might have stood thaebut
they could not stand the reckless
extravagance which prevailed In
nearly every department of local
government. Tney could not endure
the poor business methods which
characterized every undertaking the
county council entered upon. It had
no business ability. It could not make
its enterprises meet the cost of op-
eration, where private management
would have made a profit.
In the attempt to show that It wae
able to make both ends meet, the
county council has had to resort to
curious tricks of book-keeping. It has
tried to 'aide from the public its ina-
bility to manage commercial under-
takings. In London and in othet
English cities the high standard of
integrity of municipal government
has been towered through the cor-
rupting influence of municipal own-
ership. Municipal governments which
used to he able to discharge with
ability and without reproach the
simpler civic duties of former days
a-re flaw betraying Incapacity and are
no longer trusted.
It is fortunate that the decline of
municipal ownership in England has
begun before American cities had
committed themselves. They have nol
excuse now for inlitaldnieethe excess-
es into which Englishemunicipalities
have plunged and are now begin-
ning to repent of.—Chicago Tribune.
YOU nON'T HAVE TO WA!,Every dose makes you /eel better. Lax- Pookeeps your whole insides right. Sold on themoney-back plan everywhere Price So tuts.
Madison Street hots,
Between 13th and 14th streets,
Nortla Side. Shade trees; $400 each;
$60 cash.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency;
Fraternity Building. Both phones gee.
Two Acres $1,000.
On Clinton road between 21st and
22nd streets. Big bargain. Half
cash.
Wbittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 836.
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Yeoman's
i Stetson's
i Kent Hats
0
1 Our showing in spring head'wear includes nota
/
staple blocks but a
exclufive models
particularly for Us,
1 particular people.
See the window
display.
only the
series of
designed
and for
1
IN THE COURTS  t
Xi`lbill•V******4
Deeds Filed.
W. C. O'Brean to Pinckney C. Orr,
property in the CYDryan addition.
$200.
C. A. Hutt to J. N. Hertel, prop-
erty in the county, $10.0.
W. C. O'Dryan to C. I. Walker,
property in the O'Bryan addition, $1
and otter considerations,
Andrew P. Humburg to L. E. Mc-
Cabe, property in Harahan addition,
$1,500.
W. C. Oilman to C. A. Voght,
property in the O'Dryan addition,
$1210,
J. M. McKinney to Jahn Toronley,
propertv in the county, $1,38e.
James Oonrey to H. M. Franklin.
property In tate county, $1 and other
considetwtions.
Suits Filed.
Attorney J. R. Grogan led suit to-
day for the St. Louts Jewelry. com-'
pany against C. N. Baker for $110 on
account.
Marriage Licenses,
Oscar Bertram Jones to Katie Lee
Richardson.
Robert Mc Gee to Sarah F. Jen-
kins,
Oscar Burnett to Poilie Thurston,
In Police Court,
For resisting Constable A. C.Shel-
ton Saturday when he went to levy
a specific attachment for household
goods, Mary Elliott, colored, was fin-
ed $10 In the polite rourt this morn-
ing. It was a regular knock down
and drag out fight, according to the
testimony. Shelton and his assistant
came out victorionsehe woman wear-
ing a bandage over a swollen fist.
Other cases: William Albritton,
colored, malicious cutting, continued
to Monday; Edwin Peak, for flourish-
ing a pistol at Rexte Raper, contin-
ued; Roy Thompson, drunkenness, el
and costs.
Iteltkopf Case.
Suits, aggregating $ 54 ,004), Were
ordered by E. W. Bagby, referee in
bankruptcy, entered attrainst the
American-German National batik by
Trustee (Sect]. Reed, of the E. Rebkopf
Saddlery company, lie WAS I ns t ruct-
ed to bring one by Ilesen 1.5, the sec-
ond by March 23.
The flee is for recovery of double
the amount of interest alleged to have
been collected in Use pant two Yeare
as a usurious rate, the second is forlgoods for whirls t)e bank hed re
celpts tendered as opilateral for debts
the bankrupt, E, teh k op f Sadd lery
company.
In the examination of the bankrupt
it was discovered, It Is alleged, that
the bank charged more than the legs.*
6 per cent interest and collected $14,-
00a at such rates. The bank heki
$26,040 worth of goods received just
before assignment as collatertal for
debts,
Two New National Ranks.
Washington, March
dons to organize national banks in
Kentucky approved: The First Na-
tional bank of Adairville, with $26,-
0,0,0 capital, by L. S. Emile, H. B.
Ormelorif, El, W. Gunn, J. E. Rus-
sell and G. P. Dailey; the First Na-
tional tank of ClaY, with $26,040capital, by J. D. Ettltnonemen, George
Hltelholl, 3. B. Mitchell. W. P. Curry,
J. W. Franickin and George W. Green-
up.
ROLLER SKATER HURT
IN FALL TO SIDEWALK.
Willie skating on roller skates in
front of her home on South Third
street yest er day afternoon, Mies Fan-
nie Lanham, deughter of a J Lan-
ham, tripped and broke her right
arm in a fail to the pavement. It Is
the first serious accident from the
roller neatest. Dr. J. D. Robertson
dressed (he injury.
Subscribe for The 811a.
0
What Osteopathy Will Do.
There are but few people who have
+ not heard of Osteopathy, also of workinggirl has hee bee feneepect ,some of its achievements. But there and, to a greater or less degee, theare far too many who have accredit- respect of others. Then why do you:ed it with being good for only those steender that priests and mesedeassaties,conditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their-observation. Not Infrequent-
ly there is mutual earprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true illustration.
Personally, I have eared
JOHN D. SMITH IS
EDDY VILLE CLERK
A report says:
Mr. John D. Smith, who tied
Joseph Minter In the circuit clerk's
twee, has been appointed clerk of the
Eddyville penitentiary to succeed
Hon. Louis P. Head, resigned. The
appointment wan made at the solicit-
ation of Senator Wheeler (himpbelJ,
Magistrate Charlet. Emery and others.
The pasce was coming to McCracken
county, and the governor listened to
the washes' of McCracken county
men.
RIGHTFUL HEIR TO THRONE
Real King of Servia Reported to Be
Living Near New York.
New York, March 5.—Servlane of
this city and New Jersey are au-
thority fttr_thastatement that a tru-e
ly sworn and authenticated King 01'
Servia, rightful heir to the throne
now occupied by King Peter Karage-
orgevitch, is living near New York,
and is awaiting the favorable mo-
ment to go to Servia and claim his
own. This is King Stephen Dusano-
vic, scion of the house of Dusan,
which has been In .existence since
the twelfth century.
Other claimants to the Servian
throne have appeared in America
since the assassination of King Alex-
ander in 1903, but as to this last one,
it is staled by certain Servians here,
members of the Greek Orthodox St.
Nicholas Cathedral congregatton,that
King Stephen has taken oaths here
within the last three months as rul-
er of Servia, and that his claims to
the throne have been reviewed and
sanctioned by some ecclesiastical au-
thority of Servia. Those who have
faith in Stephen declare that he is not
depending upon assassination or
bloody revolution to gain the throne.
He is simply awaiting the time when
a change of temper of the people who
are now under Peter's rule will force
that monarch to 'vacate the throne.
Then he will go to Servia and place
himself at the head of the people.
TRY TO ARREST (X)NGRESSMAN.
Men Who Say They Are Detectives
Approach Van Miser.
Washington, March 5.--Coneider-
able excitement' was caused at the
capitol today by am attempt on the
part of Men Nebo claimed to be priv-
ate detectives to arrest Represents-
tire Clarence D. Van Duzer, of Neva-
da. Mr. Van Duzer has been unable
to attend the meetings of the house
during the present seasion, but ate
peered todlay. He was arranging his
mileage accounts, when the Men who
said they were detect:Yee approached
and attempted, to place him under ar-
rest.
The sergeanthat-arms of the house,
upon being informed of the condition
of affairs, gent, an assistant, who In-
formed the detectives that uneess they
St once released MT. Van Duzer they
woad themselves be arrested and be
taken before the bar of the house.
The warning proved sufficient to ob-
tain for Mr. Van Dozer hie liberty,
and the men withdrew from the capi-
tol.
chronic
cases of constipation, ehenmatiani,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia and
headaches for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coming
generally known in Paducah. as Itshould be
I should like to talk with you at
any time about your part:enter case,
and know I can cite you to Some oryour friends who will attest to what
the treatment has done for them it,
senile,' diseases. tome to My office,
Modern Servant's Position..
Roy L. McCardell tells some plain
truths In h article "Help! Help!
Help! in the October Everybody's:
"What is the position of a ser-
vant girl in the ordinary middle-class
family? She is in a borne, but It is
not her home. Her room is in the
garret if in a house, or a dark, un-
ventilated closet that berele holds' a
cot, if in an apartment house. She
eats what is sent from the table to
the kitchen w the family is
through. She he all the sordid
family quarrels and has no respect in
many canes for those who regard her
as an inferior. She is discouraged
in the master of visitors, and irregu-
larly she halt 'one evening a week
out.'
"In any other occupation in life 11
guardians, relatives, and friends of
working girls listen but coldly to
your appeals to get you I 'good
girl'?"
Adding Up Assessment.
This morning the board of county
tax book supervisors finished inking
In raises arel reductions in *ewes-
mente and turned the books over to
A RAPIPMM Wee Troutman. who is busy
tots:ding tip the figures.will
probatAy finish by hate this afternoon.
Only estimates can be Rotten an the
total no total figures 'being
possible to secure.
POR SALE.
Five room frame breast. on rOun-
tee% Avenue, nicely papered, tinleheh
partly In hard wood, hat ing cabinet
mantels, grate«, plenty of 'lost,, IOW516 Broadway, or phone 1407 any hoissiva anal 'shade trees on lot 50%100Litee from 9 to 12 or 2 to 5 p. VI. to alley. H. C. Hollins. Reel Eatate 4 DR. (e. 8. rRoAcm. & Rental.. Telephone 127,
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ki(OY L. CU.LLEY & CO.
wish to announce that
they have secured the services
of MR. JAS. A. DAVIS, who
has been long and favorably
known to the trade. Mr. Davis
would be pleased to shake
hands with his friends and cus-
tomeis at the New Store.
•
•
•
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RESEMBLES ROCKEFELLER.
One of the Jurors Selected to Try
Standard Oil.
Chicago, March 5.—The selection
of a jury to pees on evidence against
the Standard Oil company of Indiana,
on trial before Judge Landis in the
United States district court here, on
a charge of having received conces-
sions front the Chicago and Alton
Railroad company, was completed
late this afternoon. Less than five
hours was consumed in securing the
jury. Assistant District ,Attorney Je-
H. Wilkerson probably will make the
opening address for the government
tomorrow morning, and it is sale
that the taking of testimony will be-
gin during the day. One of the jurors
selected, C. A. Frederick of Joliet,
was the subject of much comment In
the courtroom, owing to his striking
resemblance in appearance to John
D. Rockefeller.
Got Eight Cent Check.
Atlantic City—For working hard
with a pick and shovel on Atlantic
avenue Louis Keuhnle, the acknowl-
edged political leader of the resort
and a millionaire, has been paid 8
cents by the contractors for whom
he performed the arduous labor. M.
Keuhule has had the check pettily
framed, and it occupies a conspicu-
ous place in his office when he points
to it with pride. Beneath the frame
le the familiar quotation, elaltx>r Is
Its Own Reward."
Mr. Keuhnle earned 8 cents
through honest toil by digging the
first shovelfuls of earth when the
paving operation:, on Atlantic avenue
were started, about a month ago. He
was on the job promptly. In order
not to be late. he arrived on the scene
In a big automobile. As none of his
fellow laborers owned automobiles
they Walked or came by trolieye
This made no difference to Mr.
Keuhnle, who, throwing aside his
fur-lined overcoat called for a
shovel, and went to work while a
crowd of admiring friends cheered.
After half an hour Mr. Keuhnle had
made a great hole in the street, and
then he gracefully retired from the
scene of action nursing two badly
blistered bands.
State Board ,of Health.
Gov. Beckham has appointed the
following, members of the state board
if health:
Dr, H. D. Rodman, of etheltsyeille,
president of the State Dairy aseocias
ticm; R. M. of Lexington, sec-
retary of the Pttre Food oommission;
'Wigan Hughet, of Bowling Green,
vice president of the State Farmers'
finstittite. eon
A classic Is a hook for whieh there
is never any popolar demand.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land. In best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining
next to city by Perkins
Buckner Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
graveled in front of
Hinkleville Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
the Pines lands on west. Bounded
Creek and Pines lands between,
Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
Lane_ Road, said road Past
this land. nee 757 feet front on
and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened *roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
meats running the years.
terms.. While these prices
desirability of lots and
and see plat and Ust men
balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are so" 'form, there is difference In
first customers get choice. Come
who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the percale staked off. For home or investment lotsyou lose opportunity if o u fail to take this. On one lot is new5-room house which is priced at 8800 additional to cost ofLand at $65 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart guilding
Old Phone 997-r
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yirst 3hotving of
Xew Marts for 6pring
9his Week
Vacks or yaneles PO to $20
guck, 'do.
Reacht-to-Wear Eepartment
Jecond Yloor
highest amount of indebtedness
$500,000.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-Uprigh pianos from $150 to
1200. to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos We make these offers. W.
T. Miller az Bro., 518 Broadway.
k -Yesterday in Magistrate C. W.
Emery's court Rhodes-Burford &
company flied a calm against H. A.
Cunningham, the insurance agenefor
$122 for goods bought. This makee
three big furniture accounts filed
against the missing insurance agent.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments an. every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
--Willie Carr, colored, was arrest-
ed yesterday by Deputy Sheriff Clark
Fortson for alleged house breaking.
Frank Wilcox, living five miles out
on the 'Cairo road, declares the boy
broke into his house and stole jew-
elry.
.-Sextoe, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
One painting of every eharactev, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Oscar Crice, of the south side,
a:leges that two negroes held. him
up last evening at ft o'clock near
Eighth and Husbands streets.
-line carnations at 50c per dozen
at Bruttions, 529 Broadway.
--Mrs. Linnie S. Schroeder, of
South Fourth street, Is confined to
her bed by a broken arm and severe
bruises about the body received last
week when struck by a Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louis engine.
-Globe Wernicine tiling oases and
all supplies for item, also the best
line of car bone. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
--A warrant has been issued
against Frank Seise, charging him
with suffering gaming on premises
he leaped or rented. He conducted a
barber shop on North Fourth street
and an outfit for playing dice and
cards was discovered over it in
rooms rented to Charles Slaughter.
Just's whereabouts are not known.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun, Scrip* cards and plate $1.50 a
to hundred, he Old Englisb $3.
-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Tract:on company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.
-Belvedere beer Is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
--if you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whitehead's 20c din-
• ner, 215 Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect tU Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pall to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Pad ucan
beer.
-Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at horne. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at pri:•es much lower than
you pay elsewhere.
Robert Caldwell this morning as-
sumed his new duties as book keeper
at the City .gational bank.suceeedlog
Clarence Reed,, 'Who recently resign-
ed. Mr. Caldwell is an old ?stilton
Soy but for the past edghteen months
lie has been living In Pactucett where
he held the position . as bookkeeper
for II, Weilie & Sons - Fulton
1 os it et-
-For Di. Ptuelley ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
- The Mergenthaler-Horton Bas-
ket company has amended its arti-
cles of incorporation increasing the
to
THE REV. J. T. BARBEE
'Will Preach at First Chriestian Church
Tonight at 7:30 O'clock,
The Cumberland Presbyterians who
have declined to urate with the Free-
byterian church of the United States
of Americo., win hold services tonight
at the First Ohristtan church, Sev-
enth and Jefferson streets. The Rev.
J. T. Barbee, synodieal evangelist of
rho Cumbenaan-d Pregbyterian eterreh
for the state of Kentucky, will
preach. The service will be held io
the lecture T00111 of the church, and
everybody is cordially invited as it
will be of lamellae interest to Cum-
berland Presby teriatis.
Educational Department Meeting.
The Educational department of
the Woman's club met yesterday af-
ternoon at the home of Dr. Delia
Caldwell. It was a meeting of Inter-
eat and matters pertaining to local
educational work were discussed, es-
pecial:y tile approaching election of
superintendent of the Paducah pub-
lic schools, which the committee is
anxious should be nostponea awhile
longer.
The Educational department will
have the open meeting of the Wom-
an's club March 21, and will have an
interesting program of local speak-
ers on educational Matters or some
one from away.
No Naval War Before 1920.
.London, March 5.-A dispatch to
the Express from Berlin states that
Germany dare not even think of fight-
ing a naval seal. before 19210, accord-
ing to the verdict of a high (lermaa
naval expert. He condemns many of
the battleships as unseaworthy and
ober/tete, refer* to severe!) of them its
floating coffins, the use of which in
war wouid only mean the sacrifice of
their crews, and saes that the con-
stnietien of new battleships Is pro-
ceeding so slowly that thirteen years
will pass before Germany has an effi-
cient navy.
Nicaraguans Defeated.
New Orleans, Mareh 5.-The fol-
lowing dispatches covering recent
fighting between Honduras and Nic-
aragua were received here today via
steamship, from Puerto Cortez, Hon-
duras:
Sam Maecos (Hondu.ranean Fron-
tier), Feb. 20..-Nicareguan troops
set an arebuseade on 'Honduras ter-
ritory near the frontier, but were
driven out by the Honduras forces.
Nicaraguan lose, 14 kidded, 40 wound-
ed; Honduras, 2 wounded.
Art Meeting of the Woman's Club.
An admission of 25 cents will be
charged, all not club members, desir-
ing to attend the Art meeting of the
Woman's club on Thursday at 3 p. m.
at Episcopal parish house. Beautiful
stereopticon pictures illustrating the
subjects will be shown.
a
. -
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Itichartitionelones.
The marriage of WAS Kate Lee
Richardiain and Mr. °weer Bertrand
Jones, of San Bernardino, Cat., was
impressively solemnized this morning
at 10:30 o'clock at the First Baptist
church, in the eresente of a large
number of friends of tte popular
young couple. The ceremony wee per-
formed by the Rev. Calvin W. Thomp-
son, pastor of the church. Miss
Courtie Puryear played the Menthes-
scan wedding march both as a pro-
cessional' and recessional. The only
attendants were the ushers: Messrs.
Frank H. Hecker, of St. Louis; Eu-
gene Richardson, Paul E. Stutz, J. C.
Rogers, W. W. Rogers, Durward Sut-
ton.
The bride, a piquant brunette, look-
ed especially pretty in a stylish tail-
ored coat suit of blue cloth with a
blue silk Mouse. Her hat and gloves
were in liannony with the attractive
costume. Shdeoaeried a shower bou-
quet of white carnations.
After an informal reception at
thS Richardson. home on South Third
street, lele. and Mrs: Jones left at
noon for St. Louis where they will
stay a few days with relatives. They
will, also, stop in Loo Angeles where
the bridegroom's brother, Mr. E. B.
Jones, is living, and will be at home
in San Bernardino after March lie
They received a number of beautiful
bridal gifts.
The marriage unites two well-
known and popuileur young people, be-
longing to prominett Paducah fami-
lies. The bride is the eldest daugh-
ter of Mr, end Mrs E. B. Richardson,
and is a therming and leraLle girl.
Mr. Jones is the youngest eon of the
late E. B. Jones, of Paducah, and
Is an exceedingly popular young man.
He leas made his home in California
for the lent five years. He and his
brother, Mr. Harry Jones, have a
large photographic supplies house in
San Bernardino. Before leaving here
he held a responsible position in the
American-German NtitSonal bank,
and was for a time the clerk of Mc-
Cracken county, Ming out the unex-
pired term of his father,- who died in
office,
Misalonary Society Elects Officers.
The Junior Warden Missionary so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church has elected the following of-
ficers for the new conference year:
President, Miss Adine Morton; vice
president, 'Mrs. William Eadee; re-
cording secretary, Miss Eleanor
Wright: corresponding secretary,
W. H. Sugg; treasurer; Miss
Elizabeth Martin; agent for the Ad-
voliate, Miss Luella Smith.
The meeting was held on Satur-
day afternoon with the Misses Smith,
53$ North Seventh street, and was a
postponed one from February 23.
U. II. C. Building at Jamestown.
The Paducah chapter, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, will
be interested in the following clip-
ping from the Richmond, Va., Times-
Dispatch:
"The Daughters of the Confedera-
cy building at the Jamestown Expo-
sition grounds is reported as being
nearly finished, and a pretty repre-
sentation of 'Beauvoir.' President
Davis' home in Mississippi, after
which it is modeled. It will be ready
for its furnishing early in March,
and Mr. Biggs, of this city, baegen-
erously offered the use of the furni-
ture necessary for it. Mrs. N. V.
Randolph, Mrs. W. R. McKenney
and Mrs Frank Anthony Welke, of
Norfolk, will doubtless be present at
the building when the contractor is
prepared to turn it over,and will look
after its being put in proper shape
for the reception of visitors. Mrs
1,Villiams. of Louisville, Ky., will
Sure to Calch the Eye.
40--se-e
Whim men look 'reund---the mis
It is imp d upon the 171111d
Thist oily those with •ctive eyes
Are sure In time to win the prize!And these same men. they ADVERTISE.
A WANT AO. now why don't you try?
It's always bound to catch the eye.
not blind-
have charge of the cafe, at whichi
southern meets will be served, and
there will be several bedrooms In'
the building."
Seal' II
Delphic Club Elects Officers.
The Delphic club met this morning
In regular session at the club room in
the Carnegie -library. The program
for tihe day was omitted as it was
the date for the annual election of
officers and other pending business.
None of the present officers who are:
Mrs, Robert Becker Phillips presi-
dent; Mrs. Mueooe Buinett, vice pres-
ident, and Mrs. Frank I,. Scott., sec-
retary and treasurer, was eligible for
re-election as they had served the
allotted two years. Those eieteted for
the coining year are: Mrs. Mildred
Davis, president; Mrs. Geurge C. Wal-
lace, vice president; Mk* Helen Low-
ery, secretary and treasurer.
It was decided to take Egypt for
the next year's oourse of study, and
the program committee appointed
were: Mrs. George Flournoy, chair-
man; Mrs. Edmund Poet, and Mrs.
Elbridge Petemer, The year-book will
be arranged by the committee anti
will be reedy by the time the club
disbands in April for the summer.
Handsome Reception in Honor of
Mrs. Sydney Loeb.
Notably _beautiful in all of its ap-
pointments was the reception yes-
terday afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock
given by Mrs. Reuben Loeb introduc-
ing her son's wife, Mrs. Sydney H.
Loeb, a charming St. Valentine bride
and a popular Oklahoma City girl,
who made a delightful impression on
the guests gathered to meet her. Mr.
and Mrs. Loeb have just returned
from an extended eastern bridal trip.
The Loeb house, one of the old-
time handsome ante-bellum houses,
is charmingly fitted for entertaining.
The double hall, stairway and spa-
cious drawing-rooms were effectively
expected home th4s evening from Ash-
eville, bk C., where they went Last
week for a short stay.
Mine Edith Smith. of Hielsboro,
Ohio, who ties spent the winter with
her sister, Mrs. David C. Wright, will
lease tonight for her borne. Miss
Smith has been a popular viaitor in
Paducah.
Dr. Ernest I- Stevens, of Paris,
who has been sick from typhoid fe-
ver, is able to be out.
J. G. Miller went to Princeton this
morning on business.
J. M. Jones, of Clinton, is visiting
Mr. J. S. Smiley, of 224 North Eighth
street.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Scott and little
daughter will, arrive from Montgom-
ery, Ala., tomorrow and will live at
313 North Sixth street.
MTS. J. Victor Voris and little
daighter Elsie Eunice, leave this eve-
ning for Dallas, Texas, to visit Mrs.
Voris' mother, Mrs, J. H. Shelley.
They will be gone 1,veral weeks.
Mr, and MIS. M. T. Ritter, and
eons Louis, Marcus and Harry, ar-
rived Sunday from Murphysboro,
to visit Mrs. Ritter's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Knowles,
Mrs. Arthur Knowles and children
have gone to Owensboro to visit.
Mr. Robert E:ey returned yester-
day from Benton.
Mr. John Calloway went to Mo-
bile, Ala.. Sunday to accept a posi-
tion as telegraph operator. He was
accompanied by his mother.
.Rev. T. J. Owen has gone to Ful-
ton -where his daugmerin-lawaers.
Cornelius Owen, is Ill.
Mr. C. H. Kink has gone to Ala-
bama on businees.
Mr. Mel Byrd returned from Mem-
phis yesterday.
The Rev. J. R. Henry. pastor of
the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church, and family, have gone to
Nashville, Tenn., to Oat.
Miss Rubye Crutchfield, of May-decorated throughout with the grace_ field, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Eliz-ful southern smilax. Pink and white abeth Jones, of Fifth and Washing-carnations and roses were used in the ton streets.
reception rooms in pretty profusion, A. H. Egan, superintendent of the
emphasizing the pink and white color Louisville division of the Illinois
scheme. The electric lives and can. Central, was in the city last night.
de'abra were all shaded in pink. In Roadmaster A. F. Blaess andthe drawing-room the table was ar Claim Agent John C. Gates, of thei
eee_ Louisville division of the Illinois
artistic arrangementhanesomely
ered with lace over pink. From the Central, are in the city on business.
chandelier above extenaed loops on W. A. Carter, the well-known Illi-
nois Central coach inspector, is ill
pink rihbon and tulle to each end of'
the table and suspended over the cen-
ter was a white dove bearing a clus-
ter of pink roses. The center-piece
was an effective arrangement of
white carnations in a tow crown-
shapetrcystal bowl that encircled the
handsome bronze drep light with
myriad electric bulbs.
The guests were we'eomed in the
ball by Mrs. Adolph Well and Mrs.
Victor Veins. Receiving with Mrs.
Reuben Loeb and Mrs. Sydney Loeb
in the front drawing-room were:
Mrs. Abe Livingston, Mrs. E. Fels,
Mrs. Herman Friedman.
In a side alcove of the hall was a
prettily arranged punch table where
Miss Elizabeth Rothschild, of St.
Louis, and Miss Mamie Dryfuss pre-
sided.
In the second drawing-room was
Mrs. Louis Rubel, assisted by a bevy
of -pretty out-of-town girls: Miss Car-
rie Well, of Cleveland, Onto; Miss
Stella Levy, of New Orleans; Miss
Pearl Blum, of Nashville, Tenn. The
delightful 2-course luncheon served
here was an, attractive emphasis of
the pink and white color-motif in
the individual ices and cakes.
Mrs. Reuben Loeb was very hand-
some in a reception toilette of black
Chantilly lace trimmed with duchesse
lace.
Mrs. Sydney Loeb wore her wed-
ding gown, a beautiful imported cre-
ation of white silk tulle over white
satin, heavily encrusted with Irish
point lace. She is a strikingly hand-
some brunette, gracious and charm-
ing in manner.
The toilettes of the receiving
guests and visitors were especially
handsome and added to the brillian-
cy of the scene. There were over one
hundred guests present.
Mr& Hugh Thomas Brown, who
wee taken Itio the Riverside hospital
yesterday, seriously 144 from appendi-
citis, was operet ed upon this morn-
ing at 10 o'clock, and is resting as
comfortably as could lye desired ate:
afternoon. The con d atone are fa v -
°retina for her recovery. Drs. P. H.
Stewart end S. B. Pulliam are the
physicians In ehierge
Mrs. Brown came here last week
from Columbia, Tenn to see her
husband, Mr. H. T. Brown, construc-
tion engineer of the Paducah Traction
company, and, was taken Si on Mon-
day with. appendicitis. It Is the sec-
ond attack ahe has had in a Mort
time. Mr. Brown's mother arrived
from Columbia last night to be with
the family.
Rev. leaeld C. Wright returned
borne tiast night from Louisville and,
Henderson and left early this morn-
ing for Memphis to make a series of
noonday Lenten ta.ka to Men..lior.tba
St. Andrew's Bootherhoodt of that
city. The Rev. Me Barmen, of Ful-
ton, who filled Mr. Wright's pulpit
for him Sande)+, will held the Lenten
services at Glace churl*
Queing Mr. Wrlght's abellatia,
Mr. Jodie ride Er*. Ilea/ Sher
win toed M Georgia Sherwis, ere
and unable to be on duty. .
Mr. George Finnigan, the Illinots
Central switchman, went to Prince-
ton this morning on business.
Mr. Fairfax Craig, a fireman on
the Illinois Central, between Padu-
cah and Louisville, Is ill of pneumo-
nia, at 907 Jones street.
Mr. Ben Frank went to Birdsvale
today at noon to buy mules.
Grace Church Guild.
The Grace Church Guild will meet
tomorrow afternoon with Mrs.
Charles E. Richardson at 1643 West
Broadway, promptly at 1:30 o'clock.
Snbeceibe for The Sun.
FOR SALE-South Side, 11 blocks
from Broadway, rood neighborhood.,
five rooms, pantry, two porches, out-
houses, lot 50x132 with alley, $1,-
5a0. Cell Hollins, telephone 127,
Trueheart building.
FOR SALFe-niortn Side, ten blots
from Broadway, five-room house,
stable, buggy house. etc., shade trees,
brick walks around house, $1,500.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart Slag. Telephone 127.
WANTED-Wor t. 5. Aemy: Able.
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, rese
and write English. For informatiot
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Any three ordinary dollars
will huv an extraordinary
Ludlow
II Hat
ether $3 hats ought to be as
fest& Five dollar hats ought to
be better.
If LifDLOW HAT wears
out before you think it's given
$3 worth of service, remember
that your $3 isn't worn out, and
you can have It back.
fr
it.41talih lsliheld nCJIAAA-amlit
MAWjet
389 atteelear
  •:J
FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
0E0. O. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR. RENT-House on Tenth
street near Jones, J. R. McClain.
NTICE1 ROOM and board, 726 Jef-
ferson. Old phone 1205:
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
WANTED-Shaw cases. Write
Postmaster Paducah, 'Ky.
PARTNER WANTED. Clark & Son
13th and Hampton. phone 1775-r.
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale. Ap-
ply 5316 Harrison.
FOR SALE-Nice harness horse.
Apply 1"728 Madison.
FOR SALE-BaeFed Plymouth
rock egg's, $1 per 15. Phone 1446.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 976.
WS"ii'--Gilt chain purse. Reward if
returned to Mrs, H. Friedman, 815
Jefferson.
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 613, My.
FOR SAVE-Lot 40x1,05, In Hara-
han addition, near corner leth and
Madison, $500. Tedms. Inquire 824
Clark.
FOR. RENT-Ten-room frame res-
idence, Jefferson street, $35 per
month. H. C. Hollins, telephone 127.
FOR SALE-Six young white leg-
horn and three Plymouth Rock roos-
ters. Ring 653-in the morning.
ONE nice front room furnished for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
FOR RENT- Two nice front
rooms furnished or unfurnished, 605
South Third street. Telephone 2086.
FOR SALE-- Incubator,- capaelt y
iota eggs. George Shelton, 817 Smith
Fifth. Oki phone 2281.
FOR SALE-Fine Washburn man-
dolin, or will exohange for bicycle.
Dee M. Steinfield.
c.a.s.D your clotees to the Fault-
has Pressing club, 302% Broadway-
high & Browder, proprietors. Bole
phones 1507.
ri1, rent small diall-
ing or flat. Addrees I.. W. ,Henneber-
ger oad we yr tThe House of 4Q 422
B
FOR SALM-Faxon addition. Iota
from $1.5.0 to $225..04. 56:193. H.
C. Holins, Real Estate and 'Rentals.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR RENT- -A nice front room,
furnished or unfitrnishesi, with or
without board. Apply 622 Jefferson.
Old pone 21221.
FOR tbSVIr-Two brick store
hotieee, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business home,
'fhleteenth and Clay. Peoduealt Drew-
gtreAco7dPS:sAni fry ll). b I Mrea4.- havees Leap g nd e completenn 
furnish whet you want. If you do
not find whet you want in our adver-
tised offer., call telephalle 197. We
hate it. H. C. Hollins, Trneheart
Bldg . Real Esate and Rentals
FOR RENT--Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR SALE-Buggy almost new, rub-
ber tire, removable top. Apply 1102
Broadway. Phone 404).
FOR SALE-Acre property just
beyond city limits, affording excellent
investment at $100 per acre. H. ta
Hollins, Real Estate. Telephone 127.
FOR SACE--Two-room house near
Salem avenue, on lot 4ex120 to alley:
out-houses, etc. H. C. Hollins, Tree-
heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
-FOR SALE-Saddle and harness
horse, city broke. W. W. Buchanan,
Lone Oak, Ky. Old phone 852-2,
new, S6-B.
WILLIAMS' furniture exchange
have moved from 538 South Third
to 205 South Third ana would be
pleased to have their !arenas and cus-
tomers call at their new place.
FOR etAiLF.--Brick stare-house.
two stories, good condition, desirable-
located, $3.7 LSO, on long time. H. C.
Hollins, Tnieheart Bldg. Telephone
127.
FRESH FISH-Salt water herring
for Lent, received twice a week from
Baltimore. We sell eggs 25c a dozen,
3 lb can of tomatoes 10c. Gallagher
& Boyle, old phone 969 R, new
phone 518.
FOR SALE-Small truck farm of
about two acres. .Fair improvements.
Four miles from Brookport. 111.
Good location for a doctor. Address
W. G. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No.
3, Metropolis, Ill.
FOR SALE-Excellent warehouse
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and I
fronting 100 feet on street, including
11 room houge with outbuildings and
one frame business house, $2,650. H.
C. Hotting, Real Estate and Rentals.
Telephone 127.
FOR SALE-223 acre farm six
miles from Paducah on the Cal re
gravel road. Bargain if sold at once.
Terms to suit purchaser, Plenty of
fruit. Well Improved Address Get
J. Jones, R. F. D. No. 2, Federal..
FOR SA LE- -Four-room cottage
on lot 50x165 to 16 foot alley, in-
cluding stable. Situated Harrison
street, 81,300. H. C. Hollins, Real
Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone 127.
WANTED-We have -a buyer for•
farm of about 50 acres within five or
six miles of Paducah. Call telephone
127 or come to our office. H. C. Hol-
tins, Truelmart Bldg,
FOR SAA.10---North Side residence
of eight rooms, bath, sewerage. Ex-
cellent location for Warding house.
lot 501113, $3,000, on convenient
payments. H. C. Hollins, Real Es-
tate and Rentals, Trueheart Edli.
Telephone 117.
FOR SALEe-Four.room house.
having pantry, 2 porches; lot 2401
211. Situated short distance from
end of Trituble street car line, $1.2,50
Terms $200 cash. Whence monthly.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart Bldg.
FOR SALE -South Sides, conven-
ient to, a C shops, !rood neighborhood
three-room armee with pantry, lariv.
and comfortable rooms. nicely furn-
ished, sehstanttially built and In geed
ronditiOn. Fine fruit in back yerd,
$1.400. H. C. Mottles. Seal Estate
and Rentals, Trueheart 'Bldg. Thi,
phone 1,27.
25c Now Buys 6 of These Cigars
Before we installed our National Cigar Stand, we
were unable (as other dealers are even yet) to sell
the equal of this cigar at 5c straight.
College Days
Cigar, 6 for 25c
This cigar is perfectly made, full size, and has a
mild, smooth, mellow, domestic blend which most
smokers find very enjoyable.
COLLEGE PAYS are sold only at National
Cigar Stands. -.ming direct from factory to you,
we can save you the four to six middlemen's profits.
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having----the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window.
"wall
W. B. MePHERSON, 33.5 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street,
PETTIT'S ItED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Stet.
JAMES 1'. SLEETH, 904 Broadway,
eiluicewayts of the Works.
Skuitewsys -of he -we:wide -A 10 
deepbabel in a doz?n different ton-
gues. Close squeezed bere are races
that have been apart for ten e ofthous
ands of years---races now to be
slowly welded togetter. How ab-
solutely different are the faces. A
broad, stolid Polish fare close by an
excited little Italian mother who fills
the air with gestures. Gestures rise
from all the sluiceways. For the
southeast of Europe :ores gestures.
and it is from the eoutheast that
most of our immigrants come.
Three-fourths are from Italy, Austria
Hungary. Bohemia, Poland, and
wives and children to follow them
HONEST PACKING
SHALE HE 100pAlWED BY DABE
TOBACCO GIBIWERS,
Insttuctions Sent to Pricers Concern-
ing Hogshead" That Show
flant41406
•••••••••••••m.
Guthrie, Ky., Merck 5.-The fol-
lowing instructions have been sent
to the prisers for the !lark Tobacco
meeting. When a hogshead shows
damage by reason of bad packing,
you shall notify the prtzer, the sae-
mar. aril the owner Of the tobacco;
have the damage assessed arid col-
lect such damage from the ginner."
This means that the inspection win
be thorough, Impartial, and will
therefore show up the careless and
dishonest packer, it being the com-
mittee's Intention, that the associa-
tion's reputation for honest packing
and honest sampling shall be main-
tained. It a:so means that all bad
packing will be reported to the com-
mittee and the grading of the prizers
ell: be based on these reports.
1 Hollowness of "Agencies."es- ---onI e -
'Let us take New York as typical
of all American cities," says Roy L.
McCarden tu "Help! Heipi-Help!" in
ithe October Everybody's, "in the
metter of supply and demand in sere
reit girls. Let us go to an 'Agency.'
"There, is no emotion about an
agency, either in those who conduct
Iteortfrose who frequent It. 'Vain It
is to pour forth your trouble to the
shabby man or jaded, flabby woman
SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPL.R
,INTglep1AL PAR 1SITEe
Coopers New Discovery lottetattlebt
me many thing,not least of which le
that parasites
FARMER'S BODY
DI$)i"J(EDD IN et.uutiLli 1111F1t
YESTERDAY' AFTERNOON.
Two Rig Sacks of Oats Held Hint
- Down-Funeral Took Place at
Once in St lee Cemetery.
Lying on his baek just- below Mc-
Coy's ford. Inclerk's river. with .two
association: WC* 101(1%114MR - by people 
beinge4 
Baclui fingers
f 
.4d lying ac
in
ras
hi
e
s st
h
lff
is
-
-
"The object of this Is to call your 
who have taken Ake New jelsooveiy
chest, the body of Samuel leareper,
attention to the following Justine- and 
1 ncivi kuowethat an i mettee
mount 4 supposed stomach trouble
nt
who was drowned, there Sunday, Feb-
:ions, given the general inspector by is caused in- realty by one of these ruary 24, was found yesterday after-
the executive committee at its last parasites. A man or woman may be neon and was buried in the Stice
cemetery. The man had on a .heavy
overcoat. Farmer ceine to Paclueab
the Friday before with a cow to
He diepoeed of it and made some pur-
ohetees. He started , home ettudav.
and alehough 'warned bey a man not
to attempt to ford Cleerk's river, he
drove his team of mules into the
stream. The wagon broke apart,and
the melee with the front wbeeis
swam across, and were found the
next Tuesday tangled up in scree
bushes. Farmer had $5 le his trous-
ers' pocket erten his body was tits-
or tape Vienna
as tne., are
called are re-
sponsible for
an immense
aruouut ot
buffering.
Thousands of
these creatur-
es have been
brought to
afflicted in this manner for year% and
not realize the true cause of their
suffering. When I first sold Cooper's
New Discovery I did not know that
the medicine would remove this
trouble. I have since found that it
Invariably does so. The following
letter is a fair sample of the symp-
toms as experienced by an Individual
thus affected:
"1 was always tired. My stomach
,bloated and the lightest exertion
made me sick, weak and dizzy. My
apnetite was variable and A good
niehts sleep was unknown to me.
When I awoke in the mornings I had
a bad taste in my month and coat-
ed tongue. I heard' of the wonder-
ful benefits that were being deriveo
from Cooper's New Discovery, apd
decided to try it."
"The horrible tape worm, sixty
feet long that had been sapping tn,
life away; passed from my system
alive and squirming after I had taken
three doses. Now I have a splendid
'appetite, every trace of stomach
trouble has disappeared, and my di-
gestion is good. I sleep wer and am
covered
fre4iree'BtrettWellECiretroXpeeeteeteteettle3eoteeen
i Some of "Sunset" ('ax's Satire.seg,weeeweeleoxte.vake.
Ire the March American Magazine,
hie M. Tarbel tells the story of the
gaining in strength every day." Nick efforts that were made 4a Orattre
Emmerlek, 1344 Louis Ave., Milweu-
kee, Wis.
We are authorized agents for the
Cooper medicines. Call and let us
tell you more about them.
W. H. M'PHERSON.
r,_ They are-tite -strong. men -of
their countries; you can see it now
as yOu look down into the sluice- RIVER NEWS
Ini=viessiseeineeseeseneestweee,out of the vast poverty-stricken areas heard all these stories so many times.
of the southeast-the peasants on They might sit down and say. ahea.d giver Stages.whose shoulders. for 'centuries Eu-
r.olle hae rested.
These men are not coming here be-
cause of the Declaration of Indepem
demo. 'racy cerne moved by the
deep primeval instinct of man-to
get for himself and his family more
of the good things of life.
A vast primeval horde. Coarse,
massive, honest faces. And on these
ways, They are the healthy picked
bOttIll IttlEariA, . I aree-tourtnsi ' are
peasant e from farms and little ham -
tete. Three-fourths are unskilled
bringing an average of only
$22 each. Three-fourths are men!
entire forty coming first alone. then'
1...'. ---.,,Et
!--elerpest
iAre fo
!laborers eine for
Conduct
.....1,- . Illl•LIO,U
Poole in "The
October.
,Cron..
Men Who
is ehrystalized character.
___.....o. -
i
I Foreman Bros. Novelty Co._._ Incorp. ..1
SUPPLIES
1 ELECTRICAL
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machineshop.
I
123.124 N. poLirth s.
Phones' //37
.„.
'
Good and Speedy Telephone
Service •
Is the only posible result from our new and improved ontsIdc
crarrtrUct inn, modern central office equipment and imprused Op-
eratingerniew. Let us put in a HOME phone for low
$2.30 a month for business phones.
$1.50 n tit for ti .141f rue phones.
PADUCAH HOMETELEPHONE CO.
I Invorpornted. I
, Wilma..
'41117111111111111MINI 
w. r. Paxton,
President.
R Rude. P Puryear
fleshier. Aseistant C'aanler.
•
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inc•roorated
Capital  $100,000
Surplus   50.000
Stocklieldere liability   100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000
Aceount• of individuals and tonne solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depeeitore and accord to all the WIMP
courteous treatnient.
Interest Paid on Time Deposit 
OPEN - SATURIPAT Nidi mrs moil 7. To (*CLOCK.
Third and Broadway
who conduct an agency. They have
of you, what you are going to say.
But they listen. It is part of their Chattanooga
trade to listen. ' Clacinnati  
"Then rhey lead' etitt - ito a frowsy Evaseville  
back room where softie twenty wo- Flosence  
men sit, wearing twenty shocking
bad hats. The agent runs glible
through your story. You want a Wo-
man for genera; housework. You
will give so. much-you will give
anything if you get a really good
°girl; you will treat her, oh, so kind-
slyn!"
"You wonder why the twenty
Impassive fen:race do not throw
themselves at you all at once and say.
'Take me T am yours!' But the
twenty remsles restram themselves.
They do not want general house-
II
,Dr. King Brooks
Cairo  35.8 1.3
  56.9 1.5
.2:1
0.9
a.4 L7
0...1
echneortvil'e  2,5.4 1.0
terrieville  10.9 '
:Mt. Cermet  6.3 0.1
Naehviele.  38.4,0.1
Pittsburg  6.5 L2
Davis Inland Dan14--Miaeing.
St. Louis • 13.9 0.3
1.*Mti. Yemen .1: . 2'4.7 1.1,
Paducah  30.5 1.-5
ii TO
;rise
time to reduce the high tariffs that
were established during the war.
"There was a pretty general frank
admission that the war tariffs ought
not to go on,7 says Miss Tarbell, "but
'if you get it for your constituents
The effect of malaria lasts a long time.
You catch cold easily or become run-
down beca.use of the after effects of malaria.
Strengthen yourself with Scott's
Emulsion.
It builds new blood and, tones up your nervous
system.
ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00.
• NOT AFTER MONEY.
4
Sep „S k Gan of Mrs, Mary ;taer .
Eddy,
Deadwood S. D., March 5.- -Re-
garding the report that Mrs. Eddy, in
ail effort to viol) Giovefs sul., has
sent Rev: I. C. •Tom:intron with en
offer "bf $250e100 if he will at.,) the
suit, and. to m.ake objection ti,
any will his mother may make ()lev-
er Says: "I have received no Yeti c,Ii
and would not consider rue hat
offer if it we:e made."
G:cvey, "Th‘is suit wee het
eiouatally Mover for money or for
the purrose of obtairring one money
term Mrs. Eddy through such !Atone
bpi. honesty sett conscientieuile fur
tee protection of Mrs. Foitly and her
preperty'e
orulins v iq every.
4: en he -:-,,t ii•e time to Lee! re--
purposes .a... • .: C not been raele
Half a
Germans
„budge Bennett, local counsel for 000-,
century ago the number of
residing in Paris was
you must give it to me for mine.'
Itentileibi Phase 'which eilee great' joy
to "Sunset" Cox, and he mocked at I.
in a speech long remembered:
"Let us be to each other instru-
ments of reciprocal rapine," said M:
Cox. "Michigan steals on coppte
rise Maine on lumber: Pennsylvania
rahi iron; North Carolina on peanuo
rise Massachusetp.ma cotton goods; Co-
nies necticut on,niteetpieee New Jersey e
elm spool thread-;-Louisiana on sugar au
,wo so on. Why -not tMt the gentlemen ;
rise from Marylany steal coal _from them?
True, but a comparative -few get the
tall benefit, and It comes out of the body;
fau of the people; true it tends to high .
prices, but does not stealing encour-
age Industry?. Let us as ruoralists,1
If not as -politielanee rewrite the '‘
eighth commandment: Thou shalti
steal: because stealing is right when 
I
'alWays got tIlloe' Ittbrithe They are thatwagons wereettanieng all day ress
tehlt. ought I not alter to steal to help,
Onondaga? eetalieeing bx. tariffs, Mr.
At the stage of the river now. 3(1.5
common.
,
"As am a Representative of Newit begins to look es it did in Janu-
York. and Onondaga, with the aid ofarY. The river rose 1,5 In the last 24
theforeign solar are;sun, evaporates.horir 'lire
work, Theyoere ettoks and the,' loaded with freieeht diespite the fact
eattntiresees and they titways got $35
a Month.' They are parlor-maids and
they 'always got $35,' or they are
nursery-maids who 'always got-oh,
will, what's the use'-
.
FOR SALE.
Harrison street, centrally located,.
seven room frame residence, large
pantry, hall, front and side porches,
porcelain bath, sewerage connection, this week the Condor silk get 
off as eachusetts and say: God bless you.
hot and cold water, outbuildings, oatilk:ng was the biggest part of the my brother; you have stolen frond
shnde trees, magnolia trees, etc. Tel- repairs. The Maude Kelgore will get 
me, and I from you; teens love one
ephone 127. H. (', Borneo Trucheart a new huli.and they bays. begun to another. Then the little enproteitedi
Bldg, Real Estate and Rentals. close in 'the Olydg, liege, who are enowded by the big
pigs. quie" eating out of the trough.1The City of Memphis arrived thie t Back Telk--"Fer two emits," said Morning from the Tenneseee river and" equeal no more to be let in, forir-
ithe poecenian, aneilly. "I'd run you went down to Join s to unload' mill on this idea all shall be fed by swat-
in." of the freight. • lowing eaCh other's food; and whi
"Good thing you said 'two' repileo After a side trip to Joppa for eev- all are fed, no one loses and we Alin
-be happy."
irman is_iaa:DeQuitreey proved of
yr, a tine et. If everybody stole
The Buttorff did not get away from 
,
Ifro eyeryboey Is there any reproach:• 
eNashville until yesterday rend did not 
to body? If everybod is a burglar
arrive tore until this morning, 24 
r
is there any need for anybody to lock
terday. The stage of the river herelit
March 5 east year was 19.1.
t tbe bo.d. bad college youth, "be-
cease rifle copper couldn't do IL"-
Phl:adelphia Press.
I Nearly t wonty-three million Ro-
man Cethollts live under the Ameri-
can flag.
The poorest tree of time is ete spend
it counting the minutes.
Uut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st. .
Gold Shell Crowns.. ..... 18.50
(sold Fillings 
Sliver Fillings
tePartial Pla, .. 
AU work guaranteed 
$1.00 up
75e
$5.00
Cut this coupon out and bring
It with you. It is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each Job of plate or
bridge work only. t7atil after
Apirl I, '07.
DENTIST.
ttisth and Broadwal.
hours !ate After taking on a big
trip bare the Buttoril left-at noon
for
The Jim Dotty will -be let off the
ways today or tomorrow. Some time
enal carload% of freight, the Chattar
nooga left at noon today for Chatta-
nooga.
The tele* Fowler deperted-ett time
for neer° this morning and wel re-
tern tonight at the .0.111* hour.
The Eva,nsvile tree. W3B handled
by the Joe Fowler today abcia aq
up houses?
"How happy we siamted be when
we can all look each other in the face
here, clasp hands, as now I look into
the face of the gentlement from Mas-
HOTEL AnittrA'ris....ci.....
Palmer-.T. L. Kennedy, Chicago;
W. D. Dunnaboo, St. Louis; J. T. Bo-
wers Columbus, 0.; II, M. McIntosh,
Dexter, Mo • A Gru,pett Indianapo- o 1,
Ils; F. Ratcliffe, Richmond. Va.; A. -le _
CITY TRANSFER CO
• Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all Kinds of hauling.
TELEP110141 499
TO LET
Several superior offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modem
sanitary arrangements:-
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists,
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
-
Modern Plumbing
vou cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fiztures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your lac.nbe healthy -and comfortable.
"Stsceserelumbing fixtures are the most durable
and sanitary flumes rnadz. We haucilt this line
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled, experiencoa labor with ma-
rmot& r rices and prompt service.
E. D. Ho.nnan
132 South Fourth.
Office Phones 369,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
A gerits ft)t-
Travelers Insurance Co.
Biggerit find oidemt-
Residence Phones 726
Campbell Building, APaducetti, Ky.
sebedule time. ie. Darrah, Union City, Tenn.; R. S.
Morgan, Louisville; G. L. Trent, St.
Official Fortelle in Louis: W. M. Ehrlith,
The Ohio at Kesteethle and Mk. *Its.: D. A. Zeck, Chicago: .1. C.
Vernon wiil co:Matta elelng daring (Wee, Princeton; L. H. James. Ma-
the next 24 to 36 hours. At paducali lion: W. C. Hall, Covington.
and Cairo will couture rising during; Belvedere-E. A. Perry, Clueln-
the neat severs: days. .nail; R. L. Trimble, Covington; A. M.
The Tennessee from Plorattte to . Ruter, Louisville: Noah Caldwell,
the mouth will coptinue rising dUring,Linville; W. E. Frazer. Guthrie; if.
the next, 24 'hours passing the 261P. Pool, St. Louis; Lee Rafalsky, St.
foot reatte art Riverton and Johnsen- Lours; J. W. Coy, Calm el.
ville tonight. New Richmond-J. .1. Watkins,
The Missiesime from Chester to i Loriliville; E. A. 'Robertson, Fulton;above Cairo win continue to fall W. L. Chriaman, Hazel: H. B. Jacobs,slowly during the next 14 boors, Toppenisb, Wash.: J. M. elmIth.Sikes-The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, no ma- ton, Mo.; E. E. Isewts, New Liberty,terial change during the next 3-4 Illo John McKelge, Rossington; G.hours. W. Murphy, Woodtglle: J. H. Under-
wood, Marlon: 0, Carter, Centralia,
-"Tire rules of navigation never 111:; Oscar English, Burnice: P. II.
steeied a ship:" nor do merely "ear- Foreman, Metropolis, M.; W. M. Co-
reef idette" of advertising "steer a vell. Camden, inenne W. D. Biehop,
store." In both cuses.there must be Smith:and; James, Burnett, Trenton,
"ntoving cause which operates '*en n.
cording to these 'Islets."
Rayner -It took nerve didn't -ft,. .
Harmony was something that pre- lo break vouraelf (1 the habit' .o1veiled ,in the wewiti nes/40u* 40 the sttnakIng. at Yong' age?
flat-iltrel;Ing•perlod. 1 Shine--IL did. yets.beti Bat snit
wife--er-- -has abley of that.-Chi'
Absence of fame halt eared Many eago Tribune,
a map from boring to answer the at-' 
--
Wks Of the critics, Suhacribc (or The San.
The Expected Has Happened 
Gas Stoves have risen in price 10 to
15 per cent. They are still, however,
within your means. You cannot af-
ford to be without one. BUY ONE
NOW and
COOK WITH GAS
she-
Paducah Light Power Co.
I.
411
Ii A
40.
1.
•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING S0144.
Dyspepsia
The stomach is In far greater
danger from uric acid than any other
organ; hence, dyspepsia is a most
common ailment. Most people who
suffer from its early symptoms fool-
ishly neglect it. You will surely
regret it if you neglect it.
.Uric acid is always the cause. All
through our stomach membraue, is a
netwoik of tiny blood vessels. When
you eat heavy or improper foods
these little blood vessels congesi so
that the blood stops flowing throngh
them, and the uric acid-always in the
blood-crystalizes in the congested
veins, forming sharp little grains like
sand. these constantly irritate the
nerves, causing pains in the stomach.
Artificial digestives, such as com-
pounds of charcoal, pepsin, soda and
-1!ie like, will NEVER cure stomach.
'rouble. You MUST clear the uric
acid sand out of -the blood vessels.
This is the ONLY way. LIFE
PLANT does this! LIFE PLANT
ii provided especially by Nature to
wash out accumulated uric acid from
every part of the body. Through
this power LIFE PLANT will restore
your stomach to perfect condition, so
that it will be a joy for you to eat
and live._ Our files are full of unsol-
icited letters proving this. Read
just one: • • 40.• %fie
" I have been troubled with indigestion for years.
Last year the joints of my right hand became much
swollen and very painful with rheumatism. Life
Plant was recommended, and after taking three
bottles I have no More trouble with ray stomach.
The pain from rheumatism is gone and the joints
shwa in normal condltion.''
MRS. M. W. DRONBERGER.
5140 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
No matter what your trouble may
be, write your symptoms fully to I. J.
Mizer, M. D., President of the Life
Plant Co., Canton, 0. ,.who will mail
you his personal advice free. Our
helpful book-Good Health-mailed
free to anyone on request.
THE LIFE Pt.ANT CO.,
CANTON, 0.
DYSPE
"Baying tabus your wonderful -Costars's" fttthee. moliths and being entirely cured of stomataeatarrh alid•dyspepsia.1 think a word of prairie ladusto"Citsearets"fortheir wonderful romPeeition•I have taken numeron• other so•ealled remediesbut without avail and I find that Can.-sorts follow*more in a day than all 1210 oth•rs I hate takenwould in a year"
lames Meirili1116 lea Mercer St., Jersey City, N. J.
best For
The bowels
Pleeeant. Palut aide, Potent. Taste Good. Do fined.Never Sicken, Weaken or liripe, lee. ftc,lee. Neversold In bulk. The genuine tablet •tampod GOO.Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. jto
ANIIIIAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Mtn
114=aza.
Rea neraare
aktk AND VIORIFA
roe Nil It for n n nas ars
diecharava.iallaminsttoarIrritations or ulceration
of in u coma membrane.
Painless, sad out swirls
feat or paileeetia.
Sala by Dammam*,
or pint o *alit wrarpo.
by exureee, prepaid, fr111 08, or 3 !' kt.e. v
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary MAIO of Kid-
bey or bladder trouble. Remove*
Gravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Bask,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box an the no cure no pay nal&
by Mcliterson's Drug store. Fourta
and Broadway. sole agent for Padu-
Fah. or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Louie-
rubs. Ky
71-9aLl euoq PIO
aelliwi 'inns
apeturlia; .tatel aeloira ant Jo;
1VIOH03 1000 S1I133110
'ammo(' •,1 •au mi .sus .opg
un app: atumet eg) envoi atm noa
KILLTHE C
AND CURE THE LUNG
WITH Dr. King's
Now Dscoveri
ONSUAIPTION Pnes
FOR OUGHS and IMIc h $1.00
IDS are* Trial.
Surest Clalackabit Cure for all
THROAT' and LUNG Timms.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
111=111111111.
If another woman said the 'mine
things shout a man that his wife es7s,
to Min, ttia Wife *MOE' Ilelt up e big
Olsturbance Immediately. -
T H-E
Masquerader
By KATHERINE aciL THURSTON.
Author or "The Circle." Etc-
c•aertstit. 1904. by Harper re Brotbe'r•
(Continued front Yestaoday.)
CHAPTER XXII.
FTER bin interview with Eve,
Lotter retired to the study and
spent the remaining :hours el
the day and the whole seem of
the evening in work. At 1 o'clock. sail
feeling fresh in mind and body, be dis-
missed Greening andirpftssed into Chin
eote's bedroom. The interview with
Eve, though widely different from the
one he had anticipated, had left him
stimulated and alert. In the hours that
followed it there had been an added
anxiety to put his mind into harness.
an added gratification In finding it
answer to the-rein.
A pleasant sense of retrospection
settled upon him as be slowly un-
dressed, and a pleasant sense of Inter-
eat touched him as, crossing to the
dressing table, he caught sight of Chit-
cote's enengement book,- taken with
other things from the suit he had
changed at dinner time and carefully
laid aside by Renwick.
He picked it up and slowly turned
the pages. It always held the sugges-
tion of a lottery. this dipping into an-
other man's engagements and drawing
a prize or a blank. It was a sense-
tiou that even custom had not dulled.
At first be turned the pages slowly,
thee by degrees his fingers quickened.
Beyond the fact that this present
e'vening was free he knew nothing of
his promised movements. The abrupt-
nese or Chileote's arrival at Glifford'e
inn in the afteruoon had left no time
for sinterlitfotts questions. Ite skim-
med the writing with a touch of inter-
eated haste, then all at once he paused
and Smiled.
"Big enough for a tombstone!" he
said below his breath as his eyes rest-
ed on a large blue cross. Then he
smiled again and held the book to the
light.
"inn. 33 Cadogan enmities, 8 o'c.
Talk with L.," he read, still speaking
softly to larmitelf.
He stood for a moment pondering on
the entry, then once more his glance
reverted to the cross.
"Evidently meant it to be seen." he
melted. "But why the deuce isn't he
more exelicit?" As he spoke a look of
comprehension suddenly crossed his
face and the puzzled frown between
his eyebrows cleared away.
With a feeling of amtbsfaetioe b.e pe-
mein.bered Lakeley's frequent and
pressing suggestion that he should dine
with Illua at Cadogan gardens and dis-
cuss the political outlook.
Lakeley must have written during
his absence, andochileote, having mark-
ed the eugagement. felt no further re-
sponsibility. The- invitation could
scarcely have been verbal. as Chileote,
he knew, had lain very low in the five
days of his return home.
So be argued as he stood with the
book still open In his hands, the blue
cross staring imperatively from the
white paper. And from the argument
rose thoughts and suggestions that
seethed in his mind long after the lights
had been switched off, long after the
fire had died down, and be had been
left wrapped in darkness In the great
canopied- bed.
And so it came about that be took
his second tabus step. Once during the
press of the next morning's work it
crossed his mind to verify his convic-
none by a glance at the dIrectery, but
for once the strong wish that evolves
a thought conquered his caution. His
work was absorbing; the need of vete-
ficetion seemed very small. He let the
suggestion pass.
At 7 o'clock he dressed carefully. His
111111(1 was full of Lakeley and e( the
postribilitifet the regriWnilght hold: for
more than once before the weight of
the St. George's Gazette. with Lakeley
at its !leek, had terned the political
scales. To be marked. by him 28
-owing roan was at any time a favors-
able portent; to be mingled out by him
at the present,juncthre wits tnottieb.
tons. A [bent of expeetaiwy, almost
ezciternent, peered through him as lie
guafeTetl his appearance preparatory
to-fearing the house.
Passing downstairs. he moved at
mce to the hall door: MU almost as
his hand touched it he belted. attractteln
Iv a movement on, the landing ablifir
hint. Turning, he law Ertl.
Site was standing quite still, looking
down upon him grebe had looked one*
before. As their eyes met she changed
her position hastily.
"Yon are golag Mar she asked. Awl
it struck Loder quickly that there was
a suirgestion, a shadow of (Unmeant-
ment lu the tone of her vol-c. Moeed
by the impression, he responded with
unusual proniptneis.
"Yes," he saki. "I'm dining out-
dining with Lakeley."
She watched Mtn intently while he
poke; then, as the moaning of his.
words rearhed her her whole face
brightened.
"With Mr. Lakeley?" she sold. "Oh,
I'm glad---very glad. It is qulte-quitii
toother step." She smiled with a a-artn.
Impulsive touch of Sympathy.
Loder, 'Stalking op at her, felt his
senses stir. At sound of her words ills
secret craving for sutras,' quickened to
stronger hie. The an whose sole In-
t-entire -lies within may gm forwent
coldly and--auecesartilljti lidt the Men
who grasps a double inspiration, who,
even unconseiously. Is impelled by an-
other force, has a stronger impetus for
attack, a enter. MANI vital hewing
power. fife' welching her, he answer
ed Instinctively:
"Yes," he aald slowly, !at Ion/ step,"
And, with a strile of farewell, he turn
ed, opened the door and passed into the
road.
The thrill of that one moment was
stilt warm as be reached Cadogan gar-
dens and uaounted the steps of No. 33-
so vitally warm that he paused for an
Instant before pressing the electric
bell. Then at last, dominated by melee
patIon. he turned and raised his hand.
The aetion was abrupt, end it was
only tts his fingers pressed the bell that
a certain unexpectedness, a certain
want of seittraility in the aspect of the
:Louse, struck him. The door was white;
the handle and knocker were of Mass-
ive silver. The first seemed a disap-
pointing index of Lakeley's private
taste, the second a ridiculous tempta-
tion to needy humanity. He looked
again at the number'of the house, but
It stared beck at him convincingly.
Then the door opened.
'So keen was his sense of unfitness.
that, still trying to fuse his impression
of Lakeley- with the idea of silver door
fittings, he stepped into the hall wine
out the usual preliminary question.
Suddenly realizing the nmessi ty, Ile
turned to the servant, but the man fore-
stalled Mtn:
-Will you come into the white room,
sir? And may I take your coat?"
The smooth certainty of the mates
manner surprised hint. It held another
savor of disappointment, seething .as
little iii keeping with the keen, busi-
nesslike Lakeley as did the house. Still
struggling with his impreesion, he al-
lowed himself to be relieved of his hat
and coat and in silence ushered up the
shallow staircase.
As the last step was reached it came
to him :gain to ineution his host's
name, hut simultaneously with tne sug-
gestion the servant stepped forward
with a quick, silent movement and
threw open a door.
"Mr. Chileotel" he announced In a
subdued, discreet voice.
Loder's first impression was of a
room that seemed unusually Men:iota
eeft and shadowed. Then all impres-
sion of inanimate things left him sod-
. For the fraction of a second be stood
he the doorway, while the fermi seemed
enirstieil of everything exeopt a figure
that rose slowly from a couch before
the fire at sound of Chilcote'm name.
Then, witb it calmness that to himself
seethed incredible, he moved forward
Into the room.
He might, of course, have beaten a
retreat and obviated many things, but
life is full of might have beene, and re-
treat never preseots itself agreeably to
wstrong man. His impulse was to face
the difficulty, and he acted on the im-
pulse.
Lillian had risen slowly, and as he
neared her she held out barkund.
"Jack." she exclaimed softly, "how
sweet of you to remember!"
TM: voice and words came to him
with green distinctness, and as they
came one uncertainty passed forever
from his mind-the question as to
what relation she and Chilcote held to
each other. With the realization came
the thought of Eve, and In the midst
of his own difficulty his fate hardened.
Lillian ignored the coldness. Taking
his-bend, she smiled. "You're unusual-
ly punctual," she said. "But your
hands are cold. Come closer to the
tire,"
Loder was not sensible that his
hands were cold, but he suffered him-
self to be drawn forward.
One end of the couch was in fire-
light, the other In elitulow. By a for-
tunate arrangement of chance Lillian
selected the brighter end for herself
and offered the other to her guest.
With a quick sense of respite he ac-
cepted it. At least be could sit secure
from detection while he temporised
with fate.
For a moment they sat silent, then
Lillian 'stirred. "Won't you smoke?"
she naked.
Everything in the room seemed soft
and enervating-the subdued glow of.
the fire, the smell of roses that hung
about the air and, last' of all, Lillieins -
slow, soothing voice. With a Renee of
oppression he stiffened his Moulders
and Mt ateltightret In tile place.
"No," he MI& "I don't-think I OMB
smoke."
Site moved nearer to him. "Denr
PEPTOL
The Fle.sh
Maker
(live it a thirty days' Pei)
ind get your money back if
it tails to add' to yoOr Weight.
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$lottat Agee for Patted.
I inherited them from
Or; 'he used to be ins
-Detmit Free Press.
Jack," she said pleadingly, "don't say
you're in a load mood. Don't say you
want to postpone again." She looked
up at hint and laughed a little in mock
consternation.
Lexier was at s be..
Another silence followed, while Lil-
lian waited; then she frowned 'sudden-
ly awl rose from the conch. Like
many indolent people, she possessed a
touch of obstinacy, and now that her
triumph over Chileote was obtained,
now that she had vindlcitted her right
to command him, her original purpose
came uppermost again. Cold or inter-
ested, indifferent or attentive, she in-
tended to make use of him.
She moved to the fire and stood look-
ing down into R.
"Jack," she began gently: "a really
amazing thing has happened to nw. I
do so want you to throw some light."
Loder said nothing.
There was a &di pause while she
softly smoothed the silk embroidery
that edged her gown. Then once more
slye looked up at him.
"Did I ever tell you." she began,
"that I was once in a railway accident
on a frthrty little Italian railway cen-
turies before I' met your She laughed
softly and with a pretty air of confi-
dence turned front the fire and re-
sumed her seat.
"Astrupp had caught n fever in Flor-
ence, and I was rushing away for fear
of the infection, when our stupid little
train ran off the rails near' Pleterla
and srnastlitel Itself up. Forttinately we
were within half n mile of a village, so
we weren't quite bereft. The village
tees impoissibly like a toy village, and
the accommodation whet one would ex-
pect in a Noelea ark. hut it was all ab-
solutely reetureenute r init up at the
little inn with my maid and Ko Ito-
Ko Ko Wan much a sweet dog-a white
poodle. I wesetrentendouely keen on
poodles that year." She stopped and
looked thoughtfillly towline] the flre.
"Het, to conw to the point of the
story. Jack, the toy village lied a lyby
loll!" She laugned again. "IM was an
Englerantan-and the first person. to
come to my rescue on the. night of the
smnslinp. He was RAnyIng et the No-
Iles ark inn, and after that first night
[-lie-- we-- Oil, Jack, tervetet you any
anagiiiation?" tier voice sounded pet-
ulant and gherp. 'the man whe is rndif-
fcrent to the recital of an old love af-
fair implies the werst kinder listener.
41 believe you aren't interested," she
added In another and more reproachful
tone.
He leaned forward. "You're wrong
there," he said slowly. "I'm deeply in-
terested." ,
She glanced at him again. His tone
reassered her, but his Words left her
uncertain. Chileote was rarely eta-
piratic. With a touch of hesitation she
went on with her tale:
"As I told you. he was the first to
find us-to find we, I should say. for
my stupid maid was haeltig hysterics
farther all the line and Ko Ko was
lost. I remember the first thing I did
was to send him in search of Ke Ko"-
Notwithstanding his position; ',oder
fband occasion to smite. "Did he suc-
ceed?" be said dryly.
"Succeed? Oh, yes, he succeeded."
She also smiled intoluntarily. "Poor
Ko Ko was etoneed nway under the bag-
gage van, and afteramite a• lot of trou-
ble he puliNi him out. When It was
all done the dog was quite unhurt and
livelier than ever, but the Englishman
She deem reAttc einse to Lodar
orally to her Pares.
CONVENES Mg
TO MAKE TAX MY.
Board of Council Fixes Rate
at $1.145 Increase 20 Cents
Also Gives First and Second Reading
to Ordinatica for Solicitor'a
Benefit.
GETS ONE-F0FRTH BACK TAXES.
The board of councilmen hod a
double--header meeting :ast night to
give second passage to the $1.Se• tax
rate ordinance. Several saloon li-
cense applications were presented,
and this with other routine work con-
sumed the hour and three-quarters.
All members were present.
A. Bundesman, sewer inspector,
filed a report That the board of pub-
lie works refuses to recognize him as
such, and to allow him help necessary
to attend to sewers. ,He stated that
sewers are rapidly becoming in -a de-
plorable condition. He named many
supplies needed, all of which bad been
refused by the board of public works.
He asked for relief. The matter was
referred to the board of putylie works
with instructions to furnish euppiles
and extra h.elu necessary.
Ai letter from the board of public
works and Superintendent of Lights
.1'. L. Keebier, recommending the in-
stallation of 541-horse power gasoline
engine with a new -and larger motor
for the city pumping station, was re
ferred. The new sewer systema will
necessitate more power at the pump-
ing station.
S. A. Miler, assistant engineer, was
allowed $62:541, his swiary to date. He
resigned to -go to C,aliforina.
An ordinance compelling a certain
number of drivers for cattle being
driven Grrough the streets, was order-
ed. Often cattle get away and dam-
age yards when only one or two dial,-
ens are in charge.
The committee was ordered to se-
cure a price on GO feet of river front.
Property from the Ininois Central be-
tween Brodway and Kentucky ave-
nue.
A pention for the extension of Jack
son street from tbe city limits to
Guthrie avenue, was referred to the
joint street commiptee and board of
public worka.
Mayor Yelser stated that be had-
received personal protests against the
issue fif a saloon license to 3Ir. Rick-
man at the end of South Sixth street.
Mayor Yelser stated that roller
skating was damaging the pavemeuts_
for bills, salaries, etc., was
The total is $-11,483.71,
The sollettor wets instructed
promise the $2,oase judgment
Add ie Orubchdekt for $1,81kit.
The formal, report of the board of
city lax book supervisors was receiv-
ed said filed. Several re( ninmenda:
Lions were embodied and them were
ofd referred to Mayor Yeieer -and the
Amor* committee.
/and endangering the safety of pedee-
trians, and suggested an ordinance
be drafted prohibiting skating on the
pavements. The ordinance was or-
dered.
I John Keithly prayed for reker for
excessive taxation, and a report from
the tax supervisors recommending a
$100 reduction was fled
The Paducah Distilleries company
was refunded $6.2.5 paid In for a IL-
cease reftiatad,
The ordinance committee 'was tin-
atructed to draw an ordinance to im-
prove South Teeth street from Hus-
bands street south for two blocks.
Finance Reports.
The treasurer's repert for Febru-
ary showing a balance at the clove of
the month amounting to $44,867.46
w as files] .
The report of the finance committee
tiled
IG COM-
GO
A reselUtion to increase the city
solicitor's commission for colieoting
had his linger aimed bitten through.
Ko Ko was a dear. but.hie teeth and
Ills tanner wene !mob very sharp." She 'back
laughed one room in soft ainuffenient
Lodtor'wen silent for a smote!, then he
too itinglifta LCIdlloten effort, eneeketie
laugh. "Aild yen tied up the around'.
oliose?"
Slaw latIlneednia half dirpleaaed. "We
were both staying at the little Inn,"
She ssifj. aa though no fernier explana-
tion could be, needel. 'Chen again her
manner eteeewl: She. moved imper-
ceptibly neater anti tonehed hi a right
hand'. Ills left, which Wax rerther
away from her, was well In the shad-
ow of the etiehlons.
(To be Omit/aura)
Theatrical Manager-Are
Jokes you get Aff your own?"
taxes from 1,0 per cent to 2-5
Per cent was placed on fl-ret passage.
Ordinances.
°Alliance fixing the tax rate In Pa-
ducah for 19e):7 at $1.8-5. Fleet pass-
age,
Ordinance imjsrnving Nineteenth
street from Broad-way to the Mayfield
road'. Second panne ge.
Ordinance improving Seventeenth
street by sidewalks from Broadway
to Jefferson street. Second paws-age.
Ordinance improving Pairtnn street
In Littleviile. Seeond paissage.
Ordinance for sidewalks on
40cY Place" lit Mechanicsburg. §coundt hose Tvansage.
- The *Mit steeet' committee and en-Minstrel Man-- "You bet they are. gamer were asked for eetimatesi. onmy grandfath-,the city's coAllt for Improving num-minstrel show.' *roue street. enumersited. In a.lengthy
schedule to be improved this year.
Thirteenth street between. Flour-
noy and Terrell steeets was Inspected
and'teported In a bed condition. A
petition bas been tiled asking for its
lm provement.
A report from Oilier of Poilee
Iatnee Cothine of Ines otteleoted dur-
ing riebreary watt flied-.
Llectises.
Application for a ratios and quart
Nobody denies Coat man Is the dar-
ling of the gods. fatly 41461; even
give woman a settee of hunter.
• Typewriters tee no ta'es but thts
isn't 'toying anything about stenogre-
abeam.
Sharp Melt seldom cut WO Waft .
Pure
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet 1.ine, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, teTti-
phone S. H. Winstead, the Drug-
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things winch he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He handes only Ca. beet
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
He makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department.
He employs none but licensed
prencriptIon clerks.
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer,
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need any-thing in the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and see what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
act.
S. H. WINSTEAD
PROPRIETOR
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
BOTH PHONES 756.
Broadway and Seventh Street,
liquor license by the Paducah Disti:-
'erica company, 125 South Third
street. A protest had been enteresi
and withdrawn, Granted.
Application of Jewell Bros., 101e1
North Sixth street, granted.
Application from B. Padgett &
company, 1249 Harrison street. A
protein was filed by presidents. Apple
eaalon refused.
Application from A. Y. Suleiven,
15;33 Broad street. Deterred because
of a technicality.
The annual report of Health Officer
W. T. Graves was feted
Several deeds and transfers to
lots in Oak Grove cemetery were rot-
/fled.
Ohe,:rman Williamson, of the cem-
etery committee, suggested to deed
a ke gratis to the Home of the Friend
less to bury those who die in the
Home.
The paving of Powell stroet, from
Jarrett to Anew-raft avenue, was re-
?erred.
The appointmeta of George Lehn-
bard as "committee clerk" at $215
per month was reported.
The 'fleeter of revising rides of the
general councli was referred to a
committee and Solicitor James Oainp-
bete
Councilman Williamson declared
that Illinois Oentral tracks on Clay
street were higher than the street.
The board of public wores was or-
dered to have the defect remedied.
Called Meeting.
Immediately following the regular
meeting, Mayor Yelper (Netted a spec-
ial meeting for the purpose of giving
second par-sage to the $1.85 tax ritte
ordinance and resoluVon Increasing
the seddeitor'f4 hack tax oorrimteelon.
-Second passage Wafi given both.
The asseiseor's books were ordered
into the hands of Clerk Bailey that
he may get to work at once making
out bar bills for 190-7.
In Tereus of Pig.
The ingenuity of the Chinese in
surmounting difficulties is well illus-
trated by the following dialogue
which recently took place on the lot-
pedal Chinese Railway:
Traveller: "I wish to ship these
two dogs to Perkin. What Is the
rate?"
Railway Official: "N'ti got any rate
for dogs; dog all same one sheep;
one sheep all same two pig; can book
four pig."
Traveller: "But one dog is only a
puppy; he ought to go for half fare."
Railway Official: "Can do, all
right?" Then turning to his clerk,
"Write three pig," he said.-March
Lippincott's.
Courage leads tcs heaven, feer if>
death.-43enem.
Oak Dale Hotel
13rotalc port,
Was $I s Day. Ety,tilat 0 II
late A. teem Pnerietrus.
DRAUGH0414,
aiathaareolleyeii•
flacorperated.)
FORM 311-111 Orgasm, sal IIASIMU.1
27 Ocalere• in 15 btal.ft Pollutions its,ared or money REFUNDED also teach asMAIL, Catalorae will easeinee roe tF•toluenes et l'HN Web?. Call Or bead lot
ottalowse.
HENRI MARREN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, • Bank Work, Legal
and Library Wolk a specialty.
Don't Judge a man by his cigar'',
maybe bie wife bought them for him,
imilimitinamenteleeseterieterminseieem
err rtowvats.
Choice deviations. per dine. .... 54t
Hosea, hest grade per dos. ..
Roman Ilyseinths, white. per (lox faat
A choice lot of Valetta In soy
Calor, Just beginning le bloom.
Free delivery to oar part or tbe.
atty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and heat hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms, Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLTDF
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This compan,y is not res,ponsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the dent o' the boat,
siblek
ecoth Phial, 111
fr
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plyihg between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville Louisville and (7in-
clnnati Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis ane Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
I 0. F. PHILLTS, Agent
(Mice Richmond House.
Telephone 66-R.
n"`"Welesemeage
NEW lITBSCRERFIIIS.
List of new anhaerlbers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany today:
1119-r--Dark Tobacco Assn, 12d
Broadway. -
30e-r-Miles, A. P., 321 Jeffer-
eon.
305-r--Miles, A. F. 321 Jeffer-
son.
906-a-Alexander, D. F., 127 S.
3rd.
lin-r -Jones, J. M., Residence G22
Broadway.
We have In the erty over 3.000 sub-
scribers or live times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many- subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide In addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
hem*.
Call 1410 for further inrormatlor
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINIL
(Ineorporatid)
evaarrilla mud Patties& Packets.
flashy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect trona Paducah to Evansville and
return, 14.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Padocah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharps, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. .Special excursion rates
sow in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good manic and table un-
surpassed .
For farther information apply to
S. A. Fowler (loners! Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
& C0.14 hie*
Roth Atom. No. 83.,
A WAY OUT OF IT.
Gladys: "What's a girl to do when she's driving web a fellow N
Mimetic "In that case she must take the reins In hero
 •mmII•Blaaln.......miIoioa•m•.M•I•.....mm.•• ••••.m•ol•••••••
I -- AIM
pommy AswPidil#Opswollmitiii,
'.1:7"—"------ 1- — —fl  ,---f.... .
le
o's too bashful to kiss her?"
RUC18."
Ir$21TILIZER TRUST WINS.
Cannot Be Removed to Tenneesee for
Trial.
Washington, Marrh S.—The fer-
tilizer trust eaaes, involving the right
of the United States to compel the
removal of the indicted officials of
the fertilizer companies, eonstitu
the aaleged trust. from Virgat to
Teneessee for trial, were el • to-
day by the supreme con of the
Undted States adverse! to the gov-
ernment's content-10 There were
'Seven rases befe'lrhe court, and all
arms out of lurdtetmenta returned by
the fedenalrand jury to rthe middbe
district tr,f‘Tenntessee lttiog at N ash-
vette, 'which charged the defendaots
with conepiring to regu'ate the prke
Of fertilizers In the states of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgie,
Alabama, Mississippi and Tenneasee
in violation of the anti-truet law of
1/50,. When taken into custody by-
e Virginia marshal the defendant*
appealed to the United States cheat&
covert for write of habeas corpus on
the ground that the Tennessee, court
under the constitution was incompe-
tent to try them for an offense which
had not been committed in that juris-
diction.
•
I, "She sings with 90 much feeling,
boesn't she?"
"Yes. She a always grabbing he?-
self around the heart or fussing with
her back hair."—Chicago Record-
Herald-.`
No man understands his moral
short-comings , until he runs for a
public °Mee.
DEATHS 0 DAY
Be nie
died
in P. Barnhill.
P. Randa:I, SG years old,
zinesday at his home in Ath-
0 , of general debility after a
fill life. He was born in Provi-
dence. ft5 T., and et the age of 16
Years moved to Athens. where be re-
sided permanently. He joined the Odd
Felowc and for 64 years was a mem-
ber. befog the (Adept In the state. He
Is survived by two sons, Mr. Joe Ran-
dall, the popular engineer, who left
Paducah a few weeks ago to enter
the real estate business, with head-
quarters in Louisville. His three
surviving daughters are Mrs. Mary
Bayless, Athens: Miss Oelia Mandell,
Lontsville, and Mrs. Evelyn Ross,
Parkersburg, W. Va. The body was
buried Friday.
Will Not Expel Drage.
Caracas: Venezuela, via Willem-
stad. March 5.—It is considered pro-
bable that Rudo:ph Rolge, the ex-
American consular agent here, who,
as announced February 11, filed
charges of corruption against certain
Venezuelan government officials, pill
not be expelled from Venezuela. al-
though such a step has been under
consideration.
—For tickets to Jackson, Mein-
phis, Nashville, Chattanooga, Atlan-
ta, call at New City Ticket office, N:,
,C. and St. L. Ry., 430 Broadway, op-
posite Palmer house. D. J. Mullaney,
City Passenger Agent.
Subscribe for The Sum.
1 
THE
GLASS FACTORY
Has Coma and All Padtiahans Are filad
And Still Another
THE SECOND INDUSTRY
In the glass manufacturing line
is the magnificent exhibition of
BACKMAN'S
ei-4AMOUS WASS BLOWERS
From 2 to 5 and 7 to 9:30.
At 426 Brovdtvay, Opposite
Palmer House
All the iritricacies of the glassblowers' art and the
marvelous accomplishments in the glass manufactur-
ing line demonstrated in ,an entertaining .and,,,practi•
cal manner. See the glass steam engine, the glass
neckties,, dresses, ctc. Admission only 10 cents.
A Souvenir to Each Visitor.
BANDIT KILLED.
Member of Mollies Dies During the
Pitched Battle.
Culiacan. Mexico, March 5.—In a
pitched battle which occurred in the
Mochis hills, between three members
of the rurales and the notorious ban-
dit, Pertirio B. Obaso. the latter was
mortally. wounded anu one of the ru-
ra:es instantly killed. Obaso was shot
through the bowels and cannot live.
Obaso has been working alone, com-
mitting many depredaions througa
his district and rurales have been
on his trail for days. They encoun-
tered him in the Mochis hills and the
fight opened with the bandit conceal-
ed between sheltering rocks. About
sixty shots were exchanged. It was
while w m trying to change from his shel-
ter to a position higher up the hill
that the bandit received his death
wouads.
Immigrant Mother's Plight.
Writing of Ellis Island scenes in
"The Men Who Are to Vote," In the
October Everybody's, Ernest Poole
says:
"In this same hall an old • Aus-
trian mother was kept five days. She
had lost4the railroad ticket her
son had sent her. Again and agatu
they telegraphed to the small town
where she said he lived, but no re-
ply came.
" 'He is _so fine, so strong,so rich
—my Fritz!' sue kept Paying. 'This
fine dress and this bonnet he sent
me. To Austria he wrote me, every
week. Surely—surely he will come!'
"She gr..w worse and worse. She
could not sleep at night, and all day
she sat by the window watching the
Manhattan sky-scrapers. Her face
grew haggard and lined with tears.
She was so bewildered, she could no
longer answer questions. The name
of the town was all she could give.
There were eighteen towns of this
name in various States: but the name
of her son's State she had forgotten.
All she knew was that Fritz lived in
a town 'quite near New York.' Town
after town was telegraphed to. Still
no rep'). At last it seemed hopeless
and the old lady was about to be de-
ported.
"Suddenly came a telegram:
" 'Hold mother! Am coming!'
And four hours later another: 'Don't
deport my mother. I have plenty to
support her. Am coming by fast
train. Hold her!'
"And later that afternoon a
young men, sleepless and wild-eyed,
arrived—from Kansas! 'Quite near
New York.' "
Meayor Johnson. of Cleveland. be-
lieves that the virtue) victory of the
3-cent fere in his city will eventually
:pad till free s  cost car-.
Che Kentucky
ROTHH PHONICS 64a,
Monday Night, Mar. 11
THE
Donnelly&Hatfield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS
Under the PersoRal Direction of Al 6. Field
The best of the
Good Ones.
A big minstrel festival of music
and song. Rverything up to date.
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and
educating.
A Big Company
A Great Show
NOTHING HEARD
OF COMMISSION
Railroad )Is Receive no No-
Ike' of Meeting
Congestion of Local Yards Caused
by Lack of Motive Power on
Line,
ACCIDENTS CAUSE MUCH DELAY.
Illinois Central officrals who are
here seeking to remedy the congestea
condition of freight, have little time
to bother about what the interstate
commerce commission intends to do
in this end of the state, and are ap-
parently not greatly concerned.
"Two government men, I don't
know just where from, have been In
this end of the state for a week or
two, but we have not been notified
of any meeting of the commission,"
one °Metal stated. "we presume the
officials will receive proper notifies-
don in plenty of time. It Is true that
the coinrnission might have agents
looking over the ground previous to
its meeting.
"As to the shortage in cars, this
has been conspicuous all over the
country this season, even more thau
last. The congested condition of
freighl on the Louisville division Is
caused directly by lack of sufficient
motive power:"
More Bad Luck.
So congested is the condition of
freight traffic on the Louisville divi-
sion of the Illinois Central that three
derailments have occurred In three
days, and as a last straw the wreck-
ing outfit was wrecked this morning
in the Paducah yards.
Saturday night at Horse Branch a
freight derailment delayed all traffic
and Sunday afternoon a second'
wreck at Claxton on the Lewisville!
division laid everything out for sev-
eral hours, and besides with tearing'
up rails and smashing cars the train
ploughed into the depot and tore
off two doors.
Last night two miles east of Kevi:
on the Cairo extension another
freight derailment occurred. Freight,
No. 575, Engineer Bob Bean, went
into the ditch. Fortunately the acci-
dent occurred after both east and
west bound ,passenger trains had
passed. Little damage was done and
after picking up the cars the wreck-
er started home again.
While being switched into a sid-
ing at the shop yards a caboose was
backed into the outfit before it got
Into the "clear." One of the boarding
cars in the wrecking train was struck
in the side_ and badly demolished.
The wrecker was not put Out of con,-
mission,
FORTUNE COMES Tp WORKER
But He Doesn't Quit While Expect-
ing It.
Redlands, Cal.—L. W. Gilbert.
employed 'at dumping oranges into
the grader for the Golden Orange as-
sociation of this city, received notice
that he had fallen heir to $150,000,
which will be paid to him by the ad-
ministrator of the estate of his uncle,
John Tribla, a Frenchman, who died
in San Bernardino three years ago.
The estate has just been settled.
At the tipat of his uncle's. death
Gilbert knelt he would receive toe
fortune, but kept et his work. He
says he feels 'better when he works.
He is 30 years of age, unmarried,
and lives in a tumble down shack
near the railroad. He speaks in
four languages, and has been court
interpreter in both French and Span-
ish. He is also a graduate physician
and practiced In France, and in San
Bernardino up to four years ago, but
did not like It,
His benefactor was his mother's
only brother. Other members of the
family are dead. Besides $150,000
rash, there is left to him a farm
near Decatur, Ill., valued at $50,000
and two residences in SanBernardino
valued at $30.000.
On receipt of the money Gilbert
will leave for Decatur, but will not
live on the farm" He will probably
return here. He. says he has never
married, having in his profession
seen too many of the fatalities of the
opposite sex, but says he may ye?
marry. Gilbert is well spoken of by
his employer, C. M. Brown.
The stranger In Paris.
No one is ever quits free from Its
meshes. Have you ever been to Pa-
ris? At a hotel or lodging house of
an sort" Then you have seen again
and again, one of those mysterion
agents of the secret pollee. l'eualls
he Is an old little man, dressed ti
rusty black, red of nose and quick
Big noonday street parade and tempered'--so bumble ti little- man
band concert, that you might easily_ overlookhim
No.Advance in Prices A small Ink-hotee hangs by a string
from his waistcoat and a yellow pen
PrIcest: 2!Sc, 3-'Sc, 50e, 75e, $1.00. holder is thrust in between two of the
seate on male Saturday Pi. m. buttons. leteAset tete the hetet or
TUESDAY, MARCH 5.
W•001•••••••••
SILKS
• SILKS
SILKS
HA VING foreseen the tremendous demand for Silks, we made ourpreparations in time. We placed our orders so far ahead of others
0-at we have now IN STOCK a larger collection than most houses in the
larger cities. We are also in a position not only to give you EXCLU-
SIVE PATTERNS but to sell to yo g at prices below wholesale at this
time. In addition to our regular stock of tine silks we intend to give to
the people of Paducah and around a chance to obtain the greatest silk
values WEDNESDAY that ever has or ever will be given this season.
Early buying permits us to offer you the following Wednesdoy :
Black
Taffeta Silk
27 inches Wide
In the face of a silk
fat-flint-mitten store's
all over the country
are crying for Black
Taffeta Silk, Ogil-
vie's come to you,
with a value that
will make you
proud of us. This
grade of Black Taf-
feta is exceptional
valve at 83u or 00c.
Wednesday per yd.
65c
`MON EYBAK"
TR•DIE 11.1•011.1
STANDS for excellence in
silk making. It is made
of selected raw silk, hon-
estly dyed and skillfully
woven in all convenient
widths.
The trade mark "Mon-
eybak" woven in white in
the Patented Detachable
Selvage, is the makers
guarantee that "Money-
bak" Silk will not cut or
fade. •"
Exclusive Agents
10 Pieces Fancy Silks
The Season's Newest.
In stripes, figures, checks-suitable for
waists, suits, etc. Not a piece worth letie
than 83c a yaTd and some worth 51(10.
A'l go in one lot Wednesday at, 59c
per yard 
Exclusive Waist Pat-
0
terns in Silk.
We are showing the finest collecti
Waist Patterns in Silk to be f od in
this or other cities. It's a broad state-
ment, but we can show you. If you have
visited other cities and have seen their
stock come and look ours over. Exclu-
sive waist patterns in silk, in all the new
creations, at 15.00, 17.50 and up.
Black
Taffeta Silk
27 Inches Wide
A grade- of Black
Taffeta Silk that if
bought now would
cost us more than
we offer it to you.
You want a waist
or skirt, a suit or
drop skirt — now's
your chance—a silk
that sells every-
where at a dollar
a yard- Wednesday
per yard a•
79c
Some Fancy Silks for
Waists and Suits
The largest assortment of fancy silks for
waists and suits ever brought to Padu-
cah, in all the newest weavesand colors;
plaids, Checks, stripes and effects—all
are here for your inspection 75c 85cand selection at, per yard .
Come Wednesday.
Imported Dress Pat-
terns in Silk.
One of the things thet stands pre-e
nent in our Silk Department is our Im-
ported Silk Drees PatPatterns,We have the
goods that will stand the test. If you
want a silk dress that you will be proud
of—one thnt will give satisfaction—get
it at Ogilvie's. Silk patterns 115, $18
and up.
NOTE You no doubt have noticed the progressiveness of this store. You are
convinced that we are directly in connection with the eastern markets.
You realize Ogilvie's is giving the people of Paducah and around
the first of everything. Well, remember this: As soon as a style is created Ogilvie
has it. If it's new Ogilvie has it. You can get the best for less at Ogilvie's. So
follow the crowd, and don't forget, to dress well you must shop at OGILVIE'S.
lodging house and copies the names
from the register. If you ask him
who he is he will probably whisper,
"I've come for the census." It is a
tradition. Always, too. he has a
box of snuff. A friendly little man
—full of good counsel to the lane-
lord or landlady—he learns all the
news of the fresh arrivals; and so,
prying and gossiping, all Ms days
- .
Pass. At night, in his little flat, he
&pies out his list of names ana
writing his reports, If you come of-
ten to Paris or stay long—especially
if you frequent the company of po-
liticians or. rogues—these reports
make quite a little book, in time,
which is filed away in the police ar-
chives. Some very Interesting blo-
ViusiMin
to be found there, I assure ,ou.
Vance Thompson In "The Thief.
Takers of Paris." In Everybody's
Magazine for October.
• —It you
and are not
vertisement
graphite; of eminent Americans are person.
own a writing machine,
tieing it, a (laseified ad.
will rent it to a reliable
OUR SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALE
Begins Tomorrow---March 6
Here are some of our GREAT CUT PRICE VALUES:
All $1.50 late copy-right novels at. S1.08
This lot includes "The Far Horizpn," "C,onts-
ton," "The Defator and a hundred others.
All $1.50 net price novels at S1.35
This includes books by Myrtlk Reed, Mark
Twein, etc.
All popular eopy-rights worth 75c go
This Includes "The Hatton the Box," "Sea
Wolf," "Hearts and Masks" and toe others.
Webster's International Dictionary, indexed,
latest and best edition. worth S12.50, at.$8.65
White House Cook Book, worth Si 50, at 79C
Beautiful padded leather edition of the poets, .
worth $1.25, at 
Standard works of fiction in silk cloth bind-
tug, worth 35c, at   — 19c
Dainty little books of poems; white silk
binding, worth 35c, at  .......— 18C
Bibles, Dictionaries IRA all other books are in this hie. Watch our ativertisermintg for cot prices
  'on music 
D. E. WILSON, the Book and %sic Man, liarb.our's Dept Store
5,
4
